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Abstract
This thesis explores the effectiveness of a two bimorph piezoelectric energy harvester for
vibrations. Work in piezoelectric vibration energy harvesting has typically focused on single
member cantilevered structures with transverse tip displacement at a known frequency, taking
advantage of the optimal coupling characteristics of piezoceramics in the 3-1 bending mode.
Many environmental vibrations, however, are random or wideband, rendering most cantilever
energy harvesters sub-optimal. The purpose of the two bimorph energy harvester was to widen
the bandwidth of the power frequency response in comparison to cantilever devices as well as to
amplify it. Also, the device was designed to prevent significant attenuation of the power
response for non-transverse vibration sources.
The two bimorph device consisted of two hinged piezoceramic (PZT-5A) beams poled
for series operation. Each beam measured 31.8mm x 12.7mm x 0.38mm and consisted of two
layers of nickel-plated piezoceramic adhered to a brass center shim. The hinge device consisted
of two custom-machined aluminum attachments epoxied to the end of a beam and connected
using a 1.59mm diameter alloy steel dowel and torsion spring. Three different configurations of
the energy harvester were tested and their power frequency response obtained.
It was determined that the two bimorph device generated considerably larger power than
the cantilever across a wide low frequency range. This was a marked achievement in that many
devices in the literature do not perform well across wide bands at low frequencies where most
broadband environmental vibrations are observed. In addition, the two bimorph device
prevented significant attenuation of the power response for base excitation not transverse to the
structure, but did not introduce additional resonant peaks.
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction, Contributions, and
Background
Introduction, Contributions, and Background
1.1 Introduction
The objective of this thesis was to explore the benefits of a two bimorph piezoelectric
energy harvester for vibrations with applications to wireless sensor networks. The use of
piezoelectric structures to harvest energy from ambient vibrations is an enticing solution to
increase the lifespan of low-power wireless sensor nodes. In theory, a piezoelectric energy
harvester could nullify the need for a battery in a wireless sensor node, bringing environmental,
economic, and technological benefits that could spark a massive influx of wireless sensor
network implementation. Due to the continued improvement of low-power, affordable
microcontroller and RF radio components, an alternative to battery-powered sensor nodes could
transform the wireless sensor industry, paving the way for new and exciting applications.
Three primary goals were established in conducting this research. The first was to design
and fabricate a two bimorph piezoelectric energy harvester, as no such device has been studied in
the literature. The second was to produce more power than traditional cantilever beam energy
harvesters by introducing additional peaks into, and/or amplifying the power frequency response
of, the device to base excitations. The third and final goal was to ensure that for base excitation
not transverse to the energy harvester, the power frequency response was not largely attenuated.
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In order to model the two bimorph piezoelectric energy harvester, single layer and single
bimorph harvesters were first considered. First, a thorough derivation of the voltage and power
frequency response of a single layer harvester was conducted. Analysis of the single layer
device allowed for the expression of important electro-mechanical parameters such as
capacitance and current amplitude in terms of geometric and material properties. Next, a
theoretical analysis of a single bimorph piezoelectric energy harvester was conducted via an
extension of the model developed for the single layer device. Experimental validation of the
single bimorph energy harvester was conducted by gathering voltage frequency response data
from a piezoelectric bimorph in a laboratory setting, and the first resonant frequency was
matched within 12% between model and experiment.
After validation of the theoretical underpinnings of the single member bimorph
harvester was achieved, the two bimorph energy harvester was considered. The two bimorph
harvester was modeled as an extension of the single bimorph harvester with several key
distinctions. Most importantly, the two bimorph device added a center hinge to couple the
motion of each individual bimorph and produce a restoring torque at their ends. The hinge
consisted of a small aluminum attachment structure, a pin, and a torsion spring. These additional
components were modeled and incorporated into the theoretical analysis of the two bimorph
device.
The two bimorph device was fabricated and its voltage and power frequency response
measured in a laboratory setting. The data gathered were then compared to the single bimorph
energy harvester in order to determine the effectiveness of the two bimorph device in achieving
the aforementioned goals. It was observed that the two bimorph device increased the amplitude
2

of the power frequency response at low frequencies in comparison to the single bimorph device,
but did not introduce additional resonant peaks in the frequency range of interest. In addition,
the device did not suffer considerable power attenuation for vibration sources not transverse to
the base of the structure.

1.2 Contributions

Piezoelectric vibration energy harvesting is a well-researched topic, and as such the
theoretical and experimental work presented in this thesis for the cantilever bimorph energy
harvester have been thoroughly explored and documented by other groups [1, 2]. As such, the
primary contributions of this thesis pertain to the design, modeling, and experimentation of the
two bimorph energy harvester.
While MDOF energy harvesting systems have been studied [3], a multi-bimorph device
has not. In particular, the use of two coupled bimorphs is novel, including the hinge device and
torsion spring that act as the coupling mechanism. The ability to shift the orientation of the
device depending on the direction of the vibration source is also a strategy that has not been
previously implemented, and could encourage additional research in the field. Experimental
measurements of the Voltage Frequency Response and Power Frequency Response functions of
the two bimorph device provide data that quantify the advantages of its use in a variety of
vibration environments.
The modeling work presented in Chapter 4 is also a large contribution, as piezoelectric
devices present unique mathematical challenges. Bi-directional coupling in piezoelectric
3

materials must be treated thoroughly, and the addition of mechanical coupling between the
piezoelectric bimorphs is a further complication. Expressions for the Voltage Frequency
Response and Power Frequency Response are developed, providing a preliminary study into the
electromechanical dynamics of two bimorph piezoelectric energy harvesting devices. While this
thesis does not provide an experimentally validated model of the two bimorph device, it does
offer a rigorous theoretical analysis that could prove useful to future research.
In summation, this thesis provides an exploration of multi bimorph piezoelectric energy
harvesters for vibration, a unique approach that is absent from the current literature. The
physical fabrication and testing of the device, in conjunction with theoretical analysis conducted,
constitute a contribution in a previously unexplored area within the larger realm of piezoelectric
energy harvesting.

1.3 Background
1.3.1 Piezoelectricity and Piezoelectric Materials

Piezoelectricity was first discovered by Jacques and Pierre Curie in 1880. The brothers
observed that in certain crystals (Rochelle Salt, Quartz, Topaz, and several others) a small
amount of surface charge was generated in response to an applied mechanical stress [4, 5]. This
phenomenon would come to be known as the forward piezoelectric effect. In 1881, Gabrielle
Lippman observed the converse piezoelectric effect, whereby an applied electric field across a
piezoelectric material produces a mechanical stress.
The bi-directional relationship between the electrical and mechanical dynamics of
piezoelectric materials is a direct result of their crystalline structure. Crystals that exhibit
4

piezoelectric characteristics have an uneven charge distribution on the atomic scale, and when
subject to mechanical stress, a polarization develops. This polarization results in a measurable
surface charge generation on the piezoelectric material.
The 20th century saw many advances in the development and characterization of
piezoelectric theory and piezoelectric material. Because of their low cost, massmanufacturability, and ability to be controlled with extreme precision, piezoelectric materials
saw widespread adoption in a range of economies from wrist-watches to military sonar sensors.
In fact, it was the interest of the military during World War II that led to the development of
piezoceramics, materials that exhibit largely enhanced piezoelectric properties over natural
occurring single crystal salts.
In 1954, B. Jaffe et. al observed strong piezoelectric characteristics in compounds of
Barium, Lead, Zirconate, and Titanate [6]. This work led to the discovery and widespread use of
Lead Zirconate Titanate, better known by the acronym PZT, a piezoceramic material that is an
integral component of many modern devices.
1.3.2 The Beginnings of Piezoelectric Vibration Energy Harvesting

While piezoceramic materials have been in use since the mid-20th century, their use in
vibration energy harvesting was not proposed until the mid-1990s. The primary reason for this
delay was that piezoceramics produced parasitic power, insufficient to be useful for standalone
electronic applications [7].
As the 20th century wore on, however, integrated circuits continued their miniaturization
in accordance with Moore’s Law, and the energy required for their operation diminished
5

accordingly. Furthermore, the development of Microelectromechanical Systems (MEMS)
pushed the physical limits of miniature electromechanical device fabrication, creating a new
frontier for research and development of low cost, low power sensors and actuators.
Thus, as integrated circuits and MEMS devices continued to inspire the development of
increasingly miniscule sensors and actuators, the parasitic power generated by piezoceramic
materials was no longer useless. In 1996, Thad Starner, a doctoral student at the MIT Media
Lab, published a paper entitled “Human-powered Wearable Computing” [8]. In the paper,
Starner advocated for a revolution in computing, where computers were embedded in clothing,
and “the energy expended during the user’s everyday actions…generate power for his or her
computer.” In order to harness the energy expended by a user going about their daily activities,
Starner suggested using piezoelectric material to convert mechanical stress to electrical charge,
and to store that charge for later use. While Starner’s vision of computer-embedded clothing has
yet to work itself into the mainstream, his proposition for using piezoelectric materials to
scavenge vibration energy typically lost to the environment was spot on.
That same year, M. Umeda, et. al published a research paper that proposed using a
piezoelectric transducer to convert mechanical energy to electrical energy [9]. The group
constructed a prototype vibration energy harvesting device as well as a theoretical model for its
operation. This paper served as the first complete example of using a piezoelectric transducer for
vibration energy harvesting.
Williams and Yates, researchers at the University of Sheffield in the United Kingdom,
also published an essential work in 1996 in which they developed a micro generator for vibration
6

energy harvesting [10]. While the device did not use piezoelectric material for transduction, the
duo accurately foreshadowed the influx of research in vibration energy harvesting for wireless
sensor networks that would occur at the onset of the 21st century. In their words, “Supplying
power to remote microsystems that have no physical connection to the outside world is difficult,
and using batteries is not always appropriate…A promising alternative to batteries is miniature
self-contained renewable power supplies.”
Thus, in the mid-1990s piezoelectric vibration energy harvesting was still a budding field,
but one that would garner widespread interest from researchers in the decade that followed.
1.3.3 Present Day

By the mid-2000s, the possibility for piezoelectric vibration energy harvesters was far
from a pipe dream, and research in the topic was prolific. The potential applications of the
technology were numerous, but one of the most frequently cited was wireless sensor networks.
Wireless sensor networks consist of wireless sensor nodes, devices that gather data on their
environment and relay that information to a central hub. The aggregate of the data gathered by
wireless sensor nodes makes up a wireless sensor network. For example, a fleet of wireless
sensor nodes could be deployed throughout a building’s foundations to report micro-cracks and
other material anomalies. In the event that an issue is detected, the wireless sensor network
could automatically report the location of the issue to the building’s maintenance crew,
maximizing efficiency and forgoing any failure of its structural integrity.
This example—more commonly known as Structural Health Monitoring, or SHM—is
particularly relevant to piezoelectric energy harvesting, as it outlines an important issue for
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wireless sensor networks. In many environments, wireless sensor nodes are deployed in
locations that are impossible or dangerous to reach. How then, can the longevity of these devices
be maximized?
In many cases batteries are insufficient, as they require recharging or replacement.
Powering wireless sensor nodes for SHM and other environments was—and remains—the goal
of much of the research done in piezoelectric energy harvesting [2, 11-14]. By harnessing
structural or environmental vibrations, wireless sensor nodes can be powered battery free,
drastically reducing maintenance costs and sharply increasing their appeal for many applications.
The majority of piezoelectric vibration energy harvesters that appear in the literature are
cantilever beams [1, 2, 15-17]. Cantilever beam energy harvesters are generally piezoelectric
bimorphs, where two thin layers of PZT are adhered to either side of a thin metallic shim. The
outward facing surfaces of the PZT are electroded, allowing for charge collection in response to
mechanical excitation. Due to the countless examples of these energy harvesters in the literature,
a summary of several relevant works is provided in Table 1.
As an aside, it is important to note that when comparing piezoelectric vibration energy
harvesters, it is often useful to compute the normalized power density of the devices. The
normalized power density is calculated as the ratio of power output to the square of input
acceleration divided by the device volume. In most cases, the input acceleration is expressed in
g’s. Mathematically, normalized power density is expressed as

Normalized Power Density

Power
( Input Acceleration) 2
Device Volume
8

Authors and
Year
S. Roundy and
P.K. Wright,
2004

Cantilever
Dimensions
1.7cmx.36cm x
.038cm

Input

Power

A. Erturk and
D.J. Inman,
2009

Miso Kim, et
al., 2010

Normalized
Power Density
5.8 mW/ g2/cm3

Base Excitation:
2.5 m/s2
Freq: 120 Hz

375 μW,
rectified

5.08cmx3.18cmx.
052cm

Base Excitation:
Normalized
Freq: 45.6 Hz

23.9 mW/g2
@ 35 kΩ,
not rectified

6.81 mW/
g2/cm3

5.3cmx3.1cmx.66
cm (34.7g tip
mass)

Base Excitation:
0.2 m/s2
Freq: 34.57 Hz

60 μW @
27.6 kΩ

13 mW/ g2/cm3

50 μW, 33 2.8 mW/ g2/cm3
μF capacitor
being
charged
Table 1. Relevant Works in Cantilever Beam Piezoelectric Vibration Energy Harvesters
S-H Wang, et.
al, 2011

5.8cmx1.5cmx0.0
5cm
(30g tip mass)

Base Excitation:
20 m/s2
Freq: 4 Hz

Examining the literature presented in Table 1, it is apparent that the power output of some
devices is large enough for low power microelectronics. For example, the device created by S.
Roundy and P.K. Wright produced 375 μW of power within a 1 cm3 volume, for a normalized
power density of 5.8 mW/g2/cm3.
As mentioned previously and evidenced by Table 1, cantilever beam piezoelectric energy
harvesters are well-suited for vibration harvesting applications in which vibration is transverse to
the tip of the cantilever bimorph at a known frequency, as they take advantage of the optimal
coupling characteristics of piezoceramic materials in the 3-1 bending mode. Unfortunately,
however, cantilever beam piezoelectric energy harvesters suffer extensively from the “GainBandwidth Dilemma. ” [18] The Gain-Bandwidth Dilemma dictates that because of the high Q
9

factors of the cantilever’s resonant peaks, their electrical response to mechanical excitation is
largely attenuated at frequencies away from resonance. While some real world environments—
such as on high speed trains—experience vibrations at relatively constant frequency, most are
random or time-invariant. Thus, the design of energy harvesters that function well in such
environments is extremely important to the advancement of the field.
Many approaches have been explored to increase the power response and bandwidth of
vibration energy harvesters. Some solutions implement active control mechanisms that seek to
vary the resonant frequency of a cantilever beam through a variety of methods, including moving
the location of a proof mass or varying device stiffness through electrostatic comb drives [1921]. While generally effective, the added complexity and power requirements required for these
systems often renders their utility less than optimal for power-stringent wireless sensor
applications. Solutions that forgo use of active components in favor of passive ones are thus very
attractive for low power and ultra-low power systems.
Passive design for energy harvesters has been explored in various capacities. One
approach is implementation of a generator array, where cantilevers of varying geometry are
arranged in a single package [22-24]. Each cantilever acts as an energy harvester with a high Q
resonance, therefore the sum of the response from each device produces a wide-bandwidth total
response.
Non-linear structures have been explored with magnets to alter the natural mechanical
response of traditional cantilever structures [25-27]. Designing energy harvesters that utilize
bimorphs with boundary conditions other than the clamped-free configuration has also proven
10

effective in widening their bandwidth. For example, Hajati et. al developed a MEMS energy
harvester utilizing a clamped-clamped beam with a center proof mass [18]. The device takes
advantage of the stretching strain in the beam as opposed to the bending strain, producing a
bandwidth in excess of 20% about the first resonant frequency. This increase dwarfs the 1%-2%
generally achieved in high Q-factor single-cantilever harvesters.
Aside from the aforementioned generator arrays, no work has been done in the field of
multi-bimorph energy harvesters. While generator arrays consist of many independent cantilever
bimorph harvesters, multi-bimorph energy harvesters use mechanically coupled bimorphs. The
coupling between each bimorph should allow for more complex frequency response spectra
within a small volume. Furthermore, whereas in a generator array only several of the cantilevers
are excited by a given input frequency, the coupling between bimorphs in a multi-bimorph
design should allow for interaction between excited and non-excited members, enhancing the
overall response of the device. Finally, multi-bimorph devices can be easily oriented to match
input vibrations at various angles, maximizing the component of mechanical excitation
transverse to the structure.
1.3.4 Review

In this section, the history of piezoelectricity and piezoelectric materials was briefly
outlined. The emergence of piezoelectric energy harvesting for microelectronics was discussed,
as well as the subsequent expansion of the field to its present status. The utility of piezoelectric
energy harvesters for wireless sensor networks was elucidated, and a survey of traditional
cantilever beam devices was presented in Table 1. Finally, more recent work in developing wide
11

bandwidth, larger amplitude frequency response harvesters was discussed, and the development
of multi bimorph piezoelectric energy harvesters was highlighted as an as yet unexplored option.
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CHAPTER 2 Modeling of Single Bimorph Energy H
arvester
Modeling of Single Bimorph Energy Harvester
In this chapter, a cantilever bimorph piezoelectric energy harvester under transverse base
excitation is analyzed by first characterizing a single layer device with a brass support shim.
Expressions for the capacitance and current generation of the piezoelectric layer are derived and
then used to characterize the bimorph. Finally, a closed-form expression describing the voltage
and power response of the bimorph harvester to a time-harmonic base excitation of known
amplitude is derived. A list of the notation used in this chapter is provided in Table 2.
Symbol
D3
E3
d31
ɛ33
σ11
Y
Rcurv
Cd
Ac
w
Ip
Cp
Z
V
hp
b
YI
η
ρ
ω
A0

Parameter
Electric Displacement
Electric Field
Piezoelectric Coupling Coefficient
Relative Permittivity
Stress
Elastic Modulus
Radius of Curvature
Distance to Torque Neutral Axis
Cross-sectional Area
Transverse Beam Displacement
Equivalent Piezo Current Source
Piezo Capacitance
Measurement Impedance
Voltage Across Entire Bimorph
Overall bimorph thickness
Bimorph width
Equivalent Stiffness of Bimorph
Voltage Coupling Coefficient
Piezo density
Drive frequency
Base Acceleration Amplitude

Units
Coulombs/meter2
Volts/meter
Coulombs/Newton
Dimensionless
Pascals
Pascals
Meters
Meters
Meters2
Meters
Coloumbs
Farads
Ohms
Volts
Meters
Meters
Newton x meters2
Newton x meters /Volt
Kg/meters3
Rad/second
Meters/second2

Table 2. Notation used for modeling of piezoelectric bimorph
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2.1 Electromechanical Characterization of Single Layer Piezoelectric Energy Harvester
A single layer cantilever beam piezoelectric energy harvester in pure bending adhered to
a thin shim can be modeled as an alternating current source in series with the intrinsic
capacitance of the piezoelectric material. Utilizing the piezoelectric constitutive equations and
traditional Euler-Bernoulli beam formulations, expressions for the current source and
capacitance can be developed in terms of the material and geometric properties of the
piezoelectric material. The determination of these parameters for a single-layer piezoelectric
energy harvester facilitates the simple modeling of more complicated multi-layer piezoelectric
energy harvesters [1].

Figure 1. Profile View of Single Layer Piezoelectric Energy Harvester with Support Shim
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Figure 2. Cross Section of Single Layer Piezoelectric Energy Harvester with Center Shim

The piezoelectric constitutive equations express the bidirectional relationship between the
mechanical response of a piezoelectric material and an electrical input. The constitutive
equations can be expressed in terms of the mechanical stress and strain and the electrical charge
and voltage in the piezoelectric material. All formulations are equivalent but involve different
constants.
The constitutive equations can be expressed in tensor strain-charge form as follows,

D

E d

Where D is electric displacement within the material
electric field across the material

C
,
m2

is its permittivity

F
, E is the
m

V
C
, d is the piezoelectric coupling coefficient
, and
m
N

is

stress ( Pa) .
For the plane stress case of a thin piezoelectric beam in pure bending, the constitutive
equation is reduced to the simple form

D3 (t )

33

E3 (t ) d31

11

( x, t )

(2.1)
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where all quantities are scalars.
The stress in the piezoelectric layer can be expressed as a function of the Young’s
Modulus, radius of curvature, and distance from the neutral bending axis as

11

( zi zm )
Rcurv

Y

(2.2)

Where Y is the Elastic Modulus of the layer ( Pa) , Rcurv is the radius of curvature (m) , zm is the
distance to the torque neutral axis (m) from the origin, and zi is the distance (m) to the center of
th

the i layer from the origin. zm can be calculated for a composite cross section as

Ei Ai zi
zm

i

Ei Ai
i

For simplicity, the term ( zi

The curvature Cm

zm ) will henceforth be represented by the more compact term cd .

1
is related to the radius of curvature by Rcurv
m

1
and Cm
Cm

2

w
,
x2

where w is the transverse deflection of the piezoelectric layer. The longitudinal stress can
therefore be expressed as [28].
2
11

Ycd

w
x2

(2.3)

Inserting equation (2.3) into equation (2.1) yields
2

D3

Ycd d31
33 E3

w
x2

(2.4)
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To measure the electrical response of a piezoelectric harvester subject to prescribed
boundary conditions, a load is often wired in series with its positive and negative surfaces and
the voltage drop across its two leads measured. This setup can be modeled as the simple circuit
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Circuit Model for Single Layer Piezoelectric Energy Harvester

Using Kirchhoff’s Current Law, the current flow through the circuit can be expressed as

Ip

Cp

dV
dt

V
Z

(2.5)

where I p is the current generated by the piezoelectric layer, C p is its capacitance (an intrinsic
property of the material), and V is the potential difference across the load. To determine the
values of the parameters I p and C p , Gauss’ Law [15] can be used to obtain

t

D dA

V
Z
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Substituting equation (2.4) into the above expression and considering that the electric
field term E3 can be equated as

V
, where h p is the thickness of the piezoelectric layer, yields
hp
2

V

33

t

w
dA
x2

Ycd d31

hp

V
Z

Simplifying

Ac dV
hp dt

2

33

t

Ycd d31b

w
dx
x2

V
Z

(2.6)

Comparing equations (2.5) and (2.6) allows for determination of the parameters I p and C p where

Cp

33

Ac

hp

and
x L

Ip

t

Ycd d31b

w
x x

(2.7)
0

Thus, for a single-layer piezoelectric layer adhered to a thin shim in pure bending, the
capacitance of the piezoelectric layer and the current source term have been expressed in terms
of the material properties of the beam and the first derivative of its displacement.

2.2 Coupled Voltage and Displacement for Bimorph Piezoelectric Energy Harvester in
Series Operation

Piezoelectric cantilever beam energy harvesters rarely consist of a single piezoelectric
layer, but are rather of bimorph geometry with a thin center shim sandwiched between two
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identical piezoelectric layers. This shim serves to offset the torque neutral axis and avoid charge
cancellation.

Figure 4. Profile View of Bimorph Piezoelectric Energy Harvester with Center Shim

Figure 5. Cross Section of Piezoelectric Bimorph Energy Harvester with Center Shim

Piezoelectric layers are often subject to “poling” during the manufacturing process. The
electric dipoles in the crystals that compose a piezoelectric material are generally randomly
aligned during the formation process. The purpose of poling is to align the dipoles by applying a
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DC bias across the material at high temperatures. When the material cools, the dipoles are
permanently aligned, maximizing charge generation in response to mechanical input [29]. In the
case of a piezoelectric bimorph, the layers are poled in the opposite or the same direction. The
relative poling between layers determines the characteristics of the electrical response of the
device.
If the piezoelectric layers are poled in opposite directions, the device is said to be in
series operation.

Under pure bending the layers are in opposite states of tension and

compression, therefore the directions of the voltage fields generated are also opposite between
layers (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Piezoelectric Bimorph Poled for Series Operation with applied end moment.
Arrows indicate direction of poling in piezoelectric layers

If the piezoelectric layers are poled in the same direction, the device is said to be in
parallel operation (Figure 7). For this setup, a common ground must be introduced into the
circuit—usually added by electroding the interface between the piezoelectric layers and the
center shim—to allow for current flow.
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Figure 7. Piezoelectric bimorph poled for parallel operation with applied end moment.
Arrows indicate direction of poling in piezoelectric layers

For the case of bimorph piezoelectric energy harvesters, parallel configurations are rarely
seen in the literature. Due to the thin and brittle nature of piezoceramics, it is easier to electrode
the top and bottom surfaces of the bimorph as opposed to electroding the top and bottom surfaces
in addition to the center shim. In this thesis, only series operation piezoelectric energy harvesters
were considered.
A series operated bimorph piezoelectric energy harvester can be modeled similarly to the
single layer design discussed previously. The circuit model for the bimorph can be considered as
shown in Figure 8 below.
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Figure 8. Circuit Model for Series-Operated Bimorph Piezoelectric Energy Harvester

Kirchhoff’s Current Law can once again be used to derive a governing expression for the
device, yielding

Ip

C p dV
2 dt

V
Z

(2.8)

Where the factor of two present in the denominator of the capacitance term arises from the
presence of the extra piezoelectric layer.

It is also important to note that the current source

terms in Figure 8 are in the same direction due to the opposite poling of the piezoceramic layers
for series operation. Utilizing the expressions developed previously for I p and C p and
substituting into equation (2.8) yields
x L

t

Ycd d31b

w
x x

0

V
Z

Ac dV
2hp dt
33

(2.9)
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To solve for transverse beam displacement w, traditional Euler-Bernoulli Beam Theory
can be used, but care must be taken to properly account for the effects of voltage coupling in the
piezoelectric layer. Mechanical inputs to the beam generate a voltage potential across the two
piezoelectric surfaces, known as the forward piezoelectric effect. By way of the converse
piezoelectric effect, the voltage generated by the forward piezoelectric effect induces an
additional mechanical response in the beam. This mechanical response can be represented as a
point moment on the boundaries of the beam that scales with the resistance of the measurement
load Z [1]. For increasing load resistance the mechanical response of the beam is amplified, and
proper care must be exercised to account for this phenomenon.
Neglecting damping effects, the governing equation for free vibration of an EulerBernoulli beam is,
2

Where is the density of the beam

M ( x, t )
x2

kg
m3

2

Ac

w( x, t )
t2

0

(2.10)

and Ac is its cross-sectional area. The moment term

can typically be expressed as
2

M ( x, t ) YI

w( x, t )
t2

where YI1 is the equivalent stiffness of the system. But in the case of a piezoelectric bimorph,
back-coupling of voltage must be considered in the moment expression. Equating the moment M
as the “first moment of axial strain over the cross section” yields the modified expression [1]

1

For a composite, YI is calculated as

Yi ( I zz

Ai 2 cd 2 )

i
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2

M ( x, t ) YI

Where

is a coupling term

N m
V

w( x, t )
x2

V (t ) H ( x) H ( x L)

(2.11)

that is dependent on series or parallel connection of the

piezoelectric layers. It is important to note that the voltage coupling is multiplied by the term

H ( x) H ( x L) , where H ( x) is the Heaviside function, to indicate that coupling is present
across the entire length of the beam. Without the Heaviside function, the voltage coupling term
would disappear in subsequent steps of the derivation for lack of dependence on x. For series
operation, the coupling term is [1]
Yd31hp b
2

Substituting equation (2.11) into equation (2.10) yields,

4

YI

w( x, t )
x4

V (t )

d ( x)
dx

2

d ( x L)
dx

Ac

w( x, t )
t2

0

Thus, the coupled electromechanical equations for the piezoelectric bimorph energy harvester are

x L

t
4

YI

Ycd d31b

w( x, t )
x4

w( x, t )
x x
2

Ac

w( x, t )
t2

0

V (t )
Z
V (t )

Ac dV (t )
2hp dt
33

d ( x L)
dx

d ( x)
dx

(2.12)

(2.13)
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2.3 Time Harmonic Solution to Coupled Electromechanical Bimorph Beam Equations
A vast simplification can be made to the coupled equations if the system is assumed to be
time harmonic. In that case, all variables are assumed to oscillate at a specific complex
magnitude F ( x) at the drive frequency ω of the system, so time varying spatially dependent
quantities can be assumed to have the form F ( x)e

j t

. Implementing this assumption, equations

(2.12) and (2.13) can be simplified to,
x L

j Ycd d31b

W0 ( x)
x x

0

V0
Z

4

YI

W 0 ( x)
x4

2

AcW0 ( x)

V0

j

33

Ac

2h p

d ( x L)
dx

V0

(2.14)

d ( x)
dx

(2.15)

The coupled equations that were previously functions of space and time have now been
simplified to functions of space only. The Euler Bernoulli beam expression is now a 4th order
linear, ordinary differential equation, for which the homogeneous solution is [30]

Wh

c1 cos( x) c2 sin( x) c3 cosh( x) c4 sinh( x)

(2.16)

where

Ac
YI

2

1/4

To avoid mathematical complexity in determining a particular solution for the nonhomogenous ODE, back-coupling from the voltage generated in the piezoelectric layer is
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considered as point moments at the boundaries of the beam. With this observation, the coupling
effects can be lumped into the boundary conditions required to solve for the constants of the
homogenous problem, generating

A0

W0 (0)

2

W0 ''( L)

W0 '(0) 0

X0

V0

W0 '''( L) 0

The constants can therefore be equated by taking successive derivatives of equation (16),
producing the linear system
1

0

0
cos( L)
3
sin( L)
2

2

sin( L)
3
cos( L)

1
0
cosh( L)
3
sinh L
2

0
2
3

sinh( L)
cosh L

c1
c2

X0
0

c3
c4

V0
0

Which can be solved for the constants {c1...c4 } to obtain

(cos( L) cosh( L)) X 0 2 (cos( L) cosh( L) sin( L)sinh( L) 1)
2 2 (cos( L) cosh( L) 1)

V
c1
c2
c3

V

(sin( L) sinh( L)) X 0 2 (sin( L) cosh( L) cos( L)sinh( L))
2 2 (cos( L) cosh( L) 1)
(cos( L) cosh( L)) X 0 2 (cos( L) cosh( L) sin( L)sinh( L) 1)
2 2 (cos( L) cosh( L) 1)

V

c4
V

(sin( L) sinh( L)) X 0 2 (sin( L) cosh( L) cos( L)sinh( L))
2 2 (cos( L) cosh( L) 1)
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Taking the first derivative of equation (2.16) yields

dW0
dx

c1 sin( x) c2 cos( x) c3 sinh( x) c4 cosh( x)

(2.17)

Now, with the constants known, the solution to equation (2.17) can be explicitly stated
and substituted into equation (2.14) to solve for the coupled voltage response. The result of this
substitution is

j Ycd d31b

c1 sin( x) c2 cos( x) c3 sinh( x) c4 cosh( x )

x L
x 0

V0
Z

j

33

Ac

2hp

V0

Which can be simplified to obtain

j Ycd d31b

c1 sin( L) c2 (cos( L) 1) c3 sinh( L) c4 (cosh( L) 1)

V0
Z

j

33

Ac

2hp

Substituting for the values of the constants and rearranging,

j Ycd d31b(V0

V0
X0

1
Z

X0

2

)

V0
Z

j

33

2hp

Ac

V0

j Ycd d31b 2
Cp
j
j Ycd d31b
2

(2.18)

Where

cosh( L)sin( L) sinh( L) cos( L)
(cos( L) cosh( L) 1)

sinh( L) sin( L)
(cos( L) cosh( L) 1)
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V0

Thus, a closed form solution for the voltage response of a bimorph piezoelectric energy
harvester to a time-harmonic base excitation has been derived. Equation (2.18) can be expressed
in terms of a base acceleration A0 by substituting X0

A0

2

, and can be solved for power

through Ohms Law.
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CHAPTER 3

Experimental Characterization of Single

Bimorph Structure
Experimental Characterization of Single Bimorph
Structure
To assess the validity of the theoretical analysis presented in Section 2, a bimorph
piezoelectric energy harvester with a brass center shim was purchased from Piezo Systems, Inc.
and tested. The manufacturer specializes in piezoelectric sensors and actuators, and was chosen
due to its prevalence in the literature [1, 2, 12].

3.1 Bimorph and Test Apparatus
The piezoelectric bimorph consisted of two layers of PZT-5A adhered to a brass center
shim, as depicted in Figure 5. The exact method and adhesive used for adhering the layers is
proprietary to the manufacturer, but was considered negligible with regards to the geometric and
stiffness properties of the composite.
The two layers of PZT-5A were fully Nickel-electroded to allow for charge collection
across their entire surface. Furthermore, a 5” long #32 AWG wire was soldered to each Nickelplated surface for voltage measurements. Solder, wires, and special flux were purchased from
the manufacturer, who offers a Solder and Flux kit for use with Nickel-electroded piezoelectric
surfaces.
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As mentioned in Section 2, the piezoelectric layers were wired for series operation and
oppositely poled (Figure 6). Relevant geometric and material properties of the composite and its
layers are presented in Table 3.
Length
Width
Thickness Piezo
Thickness Shim
Youngs Modulus Piezo
Youngs Modulus Shim
Piezoelectric Coupling Coefficient ( d 31 )
Relative Permittivity of Piezoelectric Layer

3.18 cm
0.64 cm
0.14 cm
0.010 cm
50 GPa
40 GPa
pC
-190
N
1800

Table 3. Dimensions of bimorph T215-A4-303X and relevant piezoelectric parameters
To test the frequency response of the bimorph, a clamping device was designed and
fabricated using Type 6061 Aluminum Alloy. The device was designed to fit the dimensions of
the piezoelectric bimorph using SolidWorks 2010 and manufactured by James Hoffman in the
Tufts University Machine Shop.
The clamping device consisted of two pieces to hold the piezoelectric bimorph in place
and a mounting piece to attach to an impedance head. The two clamping pieces were
manufactured from a piece of 0.25” Aluminum Alloy using a CNC milling system. The bottom
clamping piece measured 2.00” long x 1.00” wide. A 2.00” long x 0.625” wide x 0.125” thick
volume was milled from the original 0.25” piece. Within that volume, a 0.5” long x 0.5” wide x
.02” groove was milled at the center. This groove was created to house the piezoelectric
bimorph, which measured 0.01” thick.
Four #4-40 UNC clearance fit threaded holes were drilled through the thickness of the
piece around the milled groove using a drill press. The holes were included in the design to
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allow for a second piece to be clamped in place and prevent the bimorph from coming loose in
the groove. On the opposite end of the milled area, in the remaining 2.0” long x 0.375” wide
area where the thickness of the piece was still the original 0.25” thickness of the stock material, a
#8-32 UNC hole was drilled lengthwise on either side approximately 0.5” into the piece. The
holes were included in the design in order to allow attachment to the mounting piece.
Furthermore, the holes allowed for the two clamping pieces to rotate within the mounting piece
with respect to the vibration shaker, facilitating the ability to test the voltage response of the
bimorph at configurations other than 90 degrees. The holes were re-enforced by 0.5” long
Stainless Steel heli-coils to prevent deformation and material loss from screw insertion. The
bottom piece is presented in Figure 8.

Figure 8. SolidWorks rendering of bottom clamping piece showing milled groove, #4-40
clamping holes, and one back #8-32 hole
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The accompanying piece to clamp the piezoelectric bimorph was an identical copy of the
2.00” long x 0.625” wide milled area presented in Figure 8 without the .02” milled groove. The
piece measured 2.00” long x 0.625” wide x .125” thick with four #4-40 holes in identical
locations to those on the bottom piece. When placed together, the top and bottom pieces could
be bolted using #4-40 bolts to apply constant pressure on the bimorph.

Figure 9. SolidWorks rendering of top clamping piece showing #4-40 clamping holes

To prevent against electrical shorting between the bimorph and the aluminum, the
clamping pieces were coated with 1.5 microns of Parylene-C, an insulating polymer, using vapor
phase deposition techniques. To secure the bimorph to the clamping pieces, the milled groove
seen in Figure 8 was first coated with epoxy. Then, the bimorph was placed in the groove and
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the top piece (Figure 9) put on top of it. Next, the top and bottom pieces were clamped together
by bolts through the #4-40 holes and the epoxy was left to cure for 24 hours.
The mounting piece to the impedance head measured 3.00” long x 1.00” wide x 0.25”
thick. A volume measuring 2.5” long x 0.5” wide x 0.25” thick was milled from the piece to
make room for the bimorph and associated clamping pieces. Two #8-32 UNC holes were drilled
through the sidewalls of the device to mate with the back holes on the bottom piece (Figure 8). A
#10-32 UNF hole was drilled thickness-wise through the back center of the piece to facilitate
mounting to the impedance head on the vibration shaker.

Figure 10. SolidWorks rendering of mounting piece showing two #8-32 holes and back #1032 hole for attahcemnt to impedance head
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To complete the clamping apparatus, two Teflon rings roughly 0.5” thick were placed
between the clamping pieces and the mounting piece. This was to prevent the clamping piece
from rotating on the attachment bolts during tests. In order to test multiple angles, the Teflon
rings could be removed (as seen in Figure 11), the clamping pieces rotated, and the rings returned
and bolts tightened.

Figure 11. Experimental setup for testing single cantilever bimorph.

A summary of the geometric properties and mass of each machined test piece is provided
in Table 4.
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Piece

Overall Length
Overall Width
Overall
Mass (grams)
(in)
(in)
Thickness (in)
Bottom clamp
2.0
1.0
0.25
13.9
Top clamp
2.0
0.625
0.25
6.9
Mounting piece
3.0
1.0
0.25
18.2
Table 4. Geometric and mass properties of machined pieces

In order to characterize the voltage and power response of the bimorph, a frequency
sweep was taken using data acquisition hardware and National Instruments LabVIEW 2009. In
order to gather sufficient data to match model and experiment, a B&K Type 8001 impedance
head was placed between the shaker and the mounting piece to measure the acceleration at the
base of the cantilever. The impedance head was not multi-axis, and was capable of measuring
accelerations only in the z direction (as defined by Figure 1). The output of the impedance head
was wired to a B&K Type 2635 charge amplifier for preconditioning and amplification before it
was recorded into the data acquisition hardware. The conditioned signal from the impedance
head and the voltage across the piezoelectric bimorph were measured using a National
Instruments M Series 6251 PCI DAQ with an input impedance of 10 GΩ resistance in parallel
with 100pF capacitance. The signal from the impedance head was recorded on CH 0 and the
bimorph on CH 1, and both measurements were made in differential mode.
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Figure 12. Representation of experimental setup with shaker, impedance head, clamping
device, and piezoelectric bimorph visible.

A LabView script was used to conduct the sweep and record the output of the impedance
head and piezoelectric bimorph. Each sweep frequency was first routed from LabView to an
Agilent 33220A Function Generator; however, the electrical output of the function generator was
insufficient to drive the vibration shaker, so the signal was next routed to a B&K Type 2706
power amplifier. The output of the power amplifier was then used to drive the vibration shaker.
So long as the amplitude of the vibration shaker was large enough to generate a clean output
signal from the impedance head and piezoelectric bimorph, the amplification parameters of the
power amplifier did not need to be set or measured precisely.
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A flow chart of the DAQ procedure is provided in Figure 13 below.

Figure 13. Flow Chart of input and output signals and test equipment for single cantilever
frequency response tests
In order to convert the voltage from the impedance head to acceleration, a conversion
factor of 1000 mV/m/s2 was used. The ratio of voltage response from the piezoelectric bimorph
in Volts to acceleration of the clamped base in m/s2 was then computed in decibels as
20 log10

Piezo Voltage in V
Base Accleration in m / s 2

.

The phase difference in the voltage signal from the

bimorph was also computed for each frequency.
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3.2 Results
As the single bimorph case was pursued to provide verification of the model developed in
Section 2.3, only a small set of frequency sweep data was gathered. Nearly identical
repeatability was achieved between three sweeps of the device between 10 Hz – 680 Hz. The
voltage and power response of the bimorph are presented in Figure 14 and Figure 15,
respectively.

Figure 14. Theoretical vs. experimental normalized voltage response of series-operated
piezoelectric bimorph from 10 Hz – 680 Hz
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Figure 15. Theoretical vs. experimental normalized power dissipation across 10 GΩ load of
series operated piezoelectric bimorph from 10 Hz – 680 Hz

At low frequencies, the bimorph produced moderate power and voltage sensitivity in
response to base excitations. For example, at 20 Hz the device had 3.01 V/g of voltage
sensitivity and a normalized power density of 5.90 nW/g2/cm3. At the same frequency, the
model predicted a voltage sensitivity of 4.78 V/g and a normalized power density of 14.9
nW/g2/cm3. This was equivalent to 58.8% error between model and experiment in voltage
sensitivity and 153% in normalized power density.
The first resonance of the piezoelectric bimorph was observed at 245 Hz with a voltage
sensitivity of 8.38 V/g and a normalized power density of 45.7 nW/g2/cm3. The model predicted
a first resonant frequency of 215 Hz with a voltage sensitivity of 8.24 V/g and a normalized
power density of 44.6 nW/g2/cm3. This equated to a 12% error in frequency, 1.67% error in
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voltage sensitivity, and 2.41% error in normalized power density. These results are reported in
Table 5 below.

Test

Frequency (Hz)

Voltage
Sensitivity (V/g)

Normalized Power
Density
(nW/g2/cm3) for 10
G load

Experiment

20

3.01

5.90

Model

20

4.78

14.9

Experiment

245

8.38

45.7

Model

215

8.24

44.6

Table 5. Summary of Results for Cantilever Piezoelectric Bimorph Energy Harvester
It is important to note that in these measurements, power was dissipated across the 10 GΩ
resistance of the data acquisition hardware, not across an optimal impedance. This has a
dramatic effect on the generated power. In order to generate reasonable amounts of power, a
much lower load impedance on the order of 10-100 k

should be used. Measurements with

these lower more optimal impedances will be presented in Chapter 5. As mentioned previously,
the purpose of the frequency sweep for the single bimorph cantilever harvester presented here
was not to determine optimal voltage and power output, but to verify the model.

3.3 Discussion
A strong match was achieved between model and experiment for the cantilever bimorph
energy harvester. The model predicted the first resonant frequency of the device at 215 Hz, while
the observed resonant frequency was at 245 Hz, a 12% error. The amplitudes of the
experimental and theoretical resonant peaks were matched within 1.67% in voltage and 2.41% in
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power by varying the value of a material damping coefficient η in the model. A value of 0.06
was chosen for this parameter because it produced a peak of matching amplitude between the
model and experiment. The variation in amplitude of the first resonant peak with η is plotted in
Figure 16.

Figure 16. Voltage response of piezoelectric bimorph with varying damping η from 10 Hz –
680 Hz.

While good agreement was achieved between model and experiment, several
discrepancies were observed that merit discussion. The most salient of these discrepancies was a
persistent 5 dB gap in the voltage responses at low frequencies (Figure 14). Small
inconsistencies between reported values of the piezoelectric properties from the manufacturer
and actual values were suspected to have an effect. For example, the voltage generated across
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the piezoelectric layers scales linearly with the piezoelectric coupling coefficient d 31 , so a 10%
error in the reported value of the coupling coefficient would represent a ~1dB drop in the voltage
response.
Furthermore, the model did not provide a complete representation of the physical device.
In reality, the vibration shaker did not generate motion in just a single plane, but rather in three
axes as well small rotation about the base. The impedance head was capable of detecting motion
in one axis only, and this may have caused a noticeable discrepancy between experimental and
theoretical data as torsion and additional mechanical dynamics of the device were not accounted
for.
The presence of two smaller peaks straddling the largest peak was an additional feature of
interest in the experimental data. The peaks were situated at frequencies of approximately 100
Hz and 450 Hz, with amplitudes of 3 dB and 15 dB, respectively, and were thought to be modes
of the test structure.
Although it was designed to be rigid, the test structure had nut and bolt connections at
two locations: between the impedance head and the mounting piece and the mounting piece and
the clamp pieces. The connection between the impedance head and mounting piece was very
rigid, therefore this connection most likely produced modes at frequencies larger than those
observed in Figure 14. Thus, the connection between the mounted piece and the clamping pieces
most likely produced the extraneous peaks in the frequency sweep. Although the nut and bolt
connection between the pieces was tightened as much as possible, the shaker produced a torque
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that worked to loosen it. The extraneous peaks observed in Figure 14 are thought to be a result of
the torsional modes of that connection.

3.4 Cantilever Bimorph Device Overview
In this chapter, the experimental procedure used for measuring the voltage and power
frequency responses of the cantilever bimorph energy harvester was outlined. The design of a
custom test apparatus was presented and the data acquisition procedure explained. Data for the
voltage and power response of the cantilever bimorph device were reported, and a strong match
between model and experiment was achieved. Finally, slight discrepancies and anomalies
between model and experiment were enumerated and discussed.
While no claims are made to the novelty of the work presented for the cantilever bimorph
device, its characterization was integral to the modeling and experimentation of the two bimorph
device that followed. Without a firm understanding of the electromechanical dynamics of the
simplest piezoelectric energy harvester, subsequent research would have been baseless and
befuddled. Thus, the work presented in the preceding two chapters was paramount to the
successful completion of this research.
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CHAPTER 4 Modeling of Two-Bimorph Structure
Modeling of Two-Bimorph Structure
To widen the bandwidth and amplify the voltage and power frequency response of a
piezoelectric vibration energy harvester while preventing significant attenuation for excitation
not transverse to its base, a two-bimorph structure was considered. Voltage and power frequency
response functions were developed through an extension of the model developed in Section 2.2
in order to gain an understanding of the electromechanical dynamics of the device. A list of the
additional notation used in this chapter is provided in Table 6.
Symbol
m
θ1
θ2
θ0
L1
L2
M
Mv
Mts
κ
F
v

Parameter
Mass of hinge device
Angle of exciter bimorph with horiz.
Angle of flat bimorph with horiz.
Rest angle of torsion spring
Length of exciter bimorph
Length of flat bimorph
Total moment at bimorph end
Moment added by back coupling
Moment added by torsion spring
Torsion spring constant
Axial force
Shear force

Units
Kg
Rad
Rad
Rad
Meters
Meters
Newton x meter
Newton x meter
Newton x meter
Newton x meter/rad
Newtons
Newtons

Table 6. Additional notation used for theoretical work

4.1 Device Overview
The two bimorph energy harvester consisted of two piezoelectric bimorphs connected by
a hinge structure. The hinge consisted of two small pieces of machined aluminum, each the
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width of a single bimorph, with a dowel and torsion spring as a connection. The torsion spring
was used to couple the mechanical response of each bimorph and add an additional moment to
their ends. The hinge device had an overall mass m. The dimensions and physical aspects of the
hinge device will be described in further detail in Section 5.1.
The bimorphs had lengths L1 and L2, and made an inner angle with the horizontal of θ1’
and θ2’ as defined in Figure 17. Furthermore, the ends of each bimorph were subject to
perpendicular displacements, X1 and X2.

Figure 17. Schematic of two bimorph energy harvesting device with hinge
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4.2 Euler-Bernoulli Bending Considerations

In order to model the voltage and power response of the two bimorph energy harvester,
each bimorph was treated independently using Euler Bernoulli Bending Theory. As derived in
Section 2.2, the governing mechanical equations for the piezoelectric bimorph are
4

YI1
4

YI 2

2

w1 ( x1 , t )
x14

Ac

w2 ( x2 , t )
x2 4

Ac

2

w1 ( x1 , t )
t2

V (t )

1 1

w2 ( x2 , t )
t2

V (t )

2 2

d ( x1 L)
dx1
d ( x2 L)
dx2

d ( x1 )
dx1
d ( x2 )
dx2

(4.1)

(4.2)

where x1 and x2 are the coordinates along the length of each bimorph.
As discussed in Section 2.3, equations (4.1) and (4.2) are non-homogenous. To remedy
this, the right-hand terms can be absorbed into the boundary conditions by considering them as
point moments Mv,1 and Mv,2 on the boundaries of each bimorph with amplitudes η1V1 and η2V2,
respectively. The homogeneous forms of equations (4.1) and (4.2) are thus
4

YI1
4

YI 2

2

w1 ( x1 , t )
x14

Ac

w2 ( x2 , t )
x2 4

Ac

2

w1 ( x1 , t )
t2

0

(4.3)

w2 ( x2 , t )
t2

0

(4.4)

Assuming that the vibration sources X1 and X2 are time harmonic, equations (4.3) and
(4.4) can be expressed as

d 4 w1 ( x1 )
YI1
dx14

2

Ac w1 ( x1 )

0

(4.5)
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YI 2

d 4 w2 ( x2 )
dx2 4

2

Ac w2 ( x2 )

0

(4.6)

and their solutions are

W1 ( x1 ) c1 cos( 1 x1 ) c2 sin( 1 x1 ) c3 cosh( 1 x1 ) c4 sinh( 1 x1 )

(4.7)

W2 ( x2 ) c5 cos( 2 x2 ) c6 sin( 2 x2 ) c7 cosh( 2 x2 ) c8 sinh( 2 x2 )

(4.8)

where
2

1

Ac
YI1

2

2

Ac
YI 2

1/4

(4.9)

1/4

(4.10)

4.3 Mechanical Boundary Conditions
In order to solve for the unknowns {cl…c4} and {c5…c8} in equations (4.7) and (4.8),
respectively, a set of boundary conditions must be defined for each bimorph. These boundary
conditions are nearly identical to those derived in Section 2.3, with the addition of a moment
generated by the torsion spring at the hinged end of each bimorph. This moment can be defined
in terms of the oscillating components Θ1 and Θ2 of the inner angles θ1’ and θ2’, a rotational
spring constant κ

N m
, and an offset Θ0. The offset is defined by the rest angle of the spring
rad

θ’ (the angle at which the spring produces no torque) and the stationary inner angles θ1’ and θ2’
(Figure 17), such that

0

'

1

'

2

'

(4.11)
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For a spring with a rest angle θ’ of 180o, Θ0 is zero when the device in Figure 17 is flat, or
when θ1’ and θ2’ are zero.
The moment generated by the torsion spring at the end of either bimorph can
subsequently be expressed as

Mts

(

1

2

0

)

(4.12)

The sign of each term is determined by considering the sense of the reaction torque
generated by a change in the oscillating angles Θ1 and Θ2. As these angles get larger, the spring
works to return them to their rest positions. Thus, for a 180o torsion spring, a positive moment is
generated at the end of each bimorph in response to a positive change in Θ1 and Θ2, producing
the sign convention used in equation (4.12).
Using equations 1.21 and 1.28, the moment at the end of each bimorph can be expressed as

M1
M2

M

Mv

1 1

V

(

1

V

(

1

2 2

Mts
2

2

0

)

0

)

(4.13)
(4.14)
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Figure 18. External Moments on Piezoelectric Bimorphs
Thus, for each bimorph three boundary conditions can now be defined. At x1 = 0 and x2
= 0, the displacements and slopes are known. At x1 = L1 and x2 = L2, the moments are also
known. For the first bimorph, these boundary conditions can be expressed as
W1
YI1W1 '' x

1

X1

x1 0

V

1 1

L1

W1 ' x

1

(

1

0

0
2

0

)

(4.14)

and for the second,
W2
YI 2W2 '' x

2

x2 0

X2

L2

2V2

W2 ' x

2

(

1

0
2

0
0)

(4.15)

Finally, it is important to note that the angles Θ1 and Θ2 can be expressed in terms of the
first derivative of beam displacement as

1

W1 ' x

2

W2 ' x

L1

1

2

(4.16)

L2
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4.4 Compatibility and Force Balances
In order to fully define the energy harvesting system, two displacement compatibility
conditions and axial and shear force balances must be defined at the hinged end of each bimorph
(Figure 19).

Figure 19. External moments, axial and shear forces, and displacements at each bimorph
end

Given the pinned connection of the hinge, the vector components of the displacement at
each end of the bimorphs must be equivalent. For the x direction in absolute coordinates, this
can be defined as

L1 cos( 1 ') W1 x

1

L1

sin( 1 ')

L3

L2 cos(

2

') W2

x2 L2

sin(

2

')

(4.17)
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and for the y direction,

L1 sin( 1 ') W1 x

1

L1

cos( 1 ')

h L2 sin(

') W2

2

x2 L2

cos(

2

')

(4.18)

The vector components of the reaction forces at the end of each bimorph can also be
expressed in terms of Newton’s Second Law in the x and y directions, respectively, as

F1 cos( 1 ') v1 sin( 1 ') F2 cos(
F1 sin( 1 ') v1 cos( 1 ') F2 sin(

2

2

') v2 sin(

') v2 cos(

2

2

')

')

m
m

2

W1

2

W1

x1 L1

x1 L1

sin( 1 ')

(4.19)

cos( 1 ')

(4.20)

where m is the mass of the hinge fixture, F1 and F2 are the axial forces carried by the bimorphs,
and v1 and v2 are the shear at their ends, which are related to the third derivative of deflection by,
3

v1

YI1

W1
dx13

x1 L1

3

v2

W2
YI 2
dx23

(4.21)

x2 L2

In addition to the equations derived in Section 4.3, ten equations have been defined to describe
the mechanical behavior of the system.

4.5 Electrical Boundary Conditions
Given the piezoelectric nature of the bimorphs, electromechanical forward and backcoupling must be considered.

Based on the derivation presented in Section 2.2 and Equation

(2.12), the electrical response of each bimorph can be expressed as
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(4.22)
33 Ac dV2 (t )
hp
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V2 (t )
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For time harmonic solutions at frequency ω, these expressions simplify to
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(4.23)

V2

(4.24)

Thus, the time-harmonic electrical response of each bimorph in response to a mechanical
excitation has been defined.

4.6 Modeling Review
In Sections 4.2-4.6, twelve equations were derived to define the fully coupled
electromechanical response of each piezoelectric bimorph in the energy harvester. These
equations, described by (4.14) (4.15) (4.17) (4.18) (4.19) (4.20) (4.23) and (4.24), involve the
twelve unknowns

c1 c2

c3

c4

c5

c6

c7

c8 V1 V2

F1

F2

(4.25)

The unknowns can be solved by substituting the solutions for W1(x1) and W2(x2) (equations (4.7)
and (4.8), respectively) into the twelve equations, the result of which is a 12x12 linear algebraic
system. Expressing this system in matrix form enables solving for the unknowns in (4.25) at a
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particular frequency ω through matrix inversion. The matrix representing the full 12 x 12 system
is presented in the Appendix in the Matlab file titled twobimorphs.m.

4.7 Special Case
The equations developed in the preceding sections for the two bimorph energy harvester
become invalid for the case when the inner angles θ1’ and θ2’ are zero due to matrix singularity.
As such, a slight modification must be implemented for this special case. Because the base
excitation is assumed to be perpendicular to each bimorph, the bimorphs carry no axial load, and
F1 and F2 disappear. Dropping two unknowns requires dropping two equations in the system.
Recognizing that equation (4.19) goes to zero and equation (4.17) loses dependence on the
unknowns, the system reduces to a 10 x 10 with ten unknowns,

c1 c2

c3

c4

c5

c6

c7

c8 V1 V2

(4.26)

This modified system circumvents singularity issues and can be used to model the flat two
bimorph set-up.
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CHAPTER 5

Experimental Characterization of Two-

Bimorph Energy Harvester
Experimental Characterization of Two-Bimorph
Energy Harvester

In this chapter, fabrication of the two bimorph energy harvesting device and the test
apparatus are discussed. Next, the experimental voltage frequency response (VFR) and power
frequency response (PFR) of three configurations of the two bimorph device are reported,
followed by a brief discussion of the effect of load impedance on power dissipation. Finally, the
experimental VFR and PFR for each configuration are compared to the case of the single
bimorph energy harvester, and the benefits of the two bimorph device are quantified and
discussed.
It is important to note that the power output generated by a vibration harvester is strongly
affected by the load impedance. The results reported in Section 5.4 are for a10 GΩ measurement
impedance, thus, optimal power is not being generated; these results should be used to compare
different cases, rather than as an absolute measure of generated power. In other words, the most
important metric to assess the improvement of the two bimorph energy harvester over the
cantilever is the ratio of the power generated between both devices. These data are presented in
Table 16, Table 17, and Table 18, and show marked improvement over a broad frequency range

in comparison to the cantilever. Additional results showing the larger power outputs that can be
achieved with load impedances of 39 k

and 390 k

are also presented.
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5.1 Hinge Device
In order to connect the two bimorphs and couple their motion, a hinge device was
designed and constructed. The hinge device consisted of two holding pieces machined from
Type 6061 Aluminum Alloy, a 1/16” diameter x 1” long dowel pin, and a torsion spring with a
torsional spring constant of 17.3 mNm/rad. The holding pieces measured 0.54’’ long x 0.4’’
wide x .125’’ thick, with a 0.52’’ long x 0.2’’ wide x 0.02’’ thick milled groove to hold the
piezoelectric bimorph. Aluminum nubs were machined on the back of each piece with 1/16”
through holes for the dowel pins. At the center of the hinge device .25’’ of clearance was left to
facilitate the torsion spring. Adequate space was left to ensure that there was no interference
between the aluminum nubs and the torsion spring.
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Figure 20. SolidWorks drawing of first hinge holding piece

Figure 21. SolidWorks drawing of second hinge holding piece
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Piece

Overall Length
(in)

Overall Width
(in)

Overall Thickness Mass (grams)
(in)

Attachment Piece
1

2.0

1.0

0.25

13.9

Attachment Piece
2

2.0

0.625

0.25

6.9

Table 7. Dimensions and mass properties of hinge device pieces
To construct the hinge device, the aluminum pieces were first coated in 1.5 microns of
Parylene-C—an insulating polymer—through vapor phase deposition techniques. After the
coating was successfully applied, the dowel pin was inserted into the 1/16’’ through holes. The
torsion spring was placed in the center of the hinge device as the dowel pin was pushed through,
and the legs of the torsion spring were epoxied to the aluminum holding pieces. The milled
grooves in the aluminum attachment pieces were then coated with a thin layer of epoxy and the
piezoelectric bimorphs were inserted. A small C-clamp was used to apply constant pressure on
the bimorphs until the epoxy cured.
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Figure 22. Completed Hinge Device showing Aluminum attachment pieces, dowel pin, and
torsion spring

5.2 Test Apparatus
In order to test the frequency response of the two bimorph energy harvester, a custom test
apparatus was designed and constructed. The test apparatus utilized the clamping device
described in Section 3.1 and depicted in Figure 11 with an additional clamping mechanism for
the second bimorph. The additional clamping mechanism was nearly identical to the clamping
mechanism in Figure 8, but with slight modifications. First, the length-wise #8-32 UNC hole
was removed and two #10-32 UNC through holes were drilled thickness-wise at a center to
center distance of one inch. Second, the device was fabricated as two separate pieces, both
0.125” thick. The bottom piece contained a milled, 0.02” deep groove to house the bimorph, and
four #4-40 UNC through holes to clamp the pieces together. To hold the piezoelectric bimorph
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stationary in the clamping device, the milled groove was coated with a thin layer of epoxy, the
bimorph was put in place, and the two clamping pieces were screwed together to apply constant
pressure.

Figure 23. SolidWorks drawing of clamping mechanism for second bimorph
The second bimorph clamping mechanism was held in place using a rigid framework of
80/20 industrial aluminum material with a clamping stage. The framework was designed for
maximum rigidity to avoid the addition of modes from the test structure into the frequency
response of the energy harvesting device. The bimorph clamping device was bolted to the
clamping stage through the two #10-32 UNC holes, providing a sturdy connection. Also, the
height of the clamping stage could be adjusted to test the harvester at different orientations.
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Figure 24. Schematic drawing of complete two bimorph test apparatus

Figure 25. Two bimorph energy harvester with test apparatus visible
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5.3 Data Acquisition Procedure
In order to characterize the voltage and power responses for each bimorph and the energy
harvesting device as a whole, a set of frequency sweeps were taken using data acquisition
hardware and National Instruments LabVIEW 2009. Frequency sweeps were conducted
independently for each bimorph utilizing the flow diagram in Figure 13, reproduced as Figure 26
below.

Figure 26. Reproduction of Figure 13, DAQ flow chart
A thorough outline of the experimental procedure is provided in Section 3.1.
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5.4 Results
Three orientations of the energy harvesting device were tested, where the orientations
differed by variation in the angle Θ1’. In the following sections, voltage power frequency
responses are presented for each orientation, and normalized voltage sensitivity, normalized
power output, and normalized power density to base excitation at various frequencies are
reported. Finally, the same parameters are calculated for the energy harvesting device to various
load impedances.
5.4.1 Flat Configuration

The flat configuration of the bimorph device was characterized by Θ1’=0, and is presented
in Figure 27.

Figure 27. Schematic of two bimorph energy harvesting device in flat configuration
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For this orientation, the VFR of each bimorph was taken individually over the frequency
range of 10 Hz – 700 Hz. The VFR is presented in Figure 28, with the voltage output in
response to a base acceleration expressed in dB re 1 V/g on the vertical axis and log scale
frequency on the horizontal axis. Specific values of the voltage output at low frequencies and
the two system resonances are reported in Table 8 for each bimorph.

Figure 28. Voltage frequency response for each bimorph in flat two bimorph energy
harvester
Bimorph

Frequency
Voltage Response
(Hz)
(V/g)
Exciter
20
1.763
Flat
20
1.274
Exciter
250
0.294
Flat
250
0.089
Exciter
500
0.192
Flat
500
0.110
Table 8. Reported values of voltage frequency response for each bimorph in flat two
bimorph energy harvester
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From the VFR, the PFR was calculated using Ohms Law, where the power P dissipated
through the measurement impedance Z is P =

V2
, where V is the voltage across the impedance.
Z

The PFR is presented as a normalized power output in response to the square of base acceleration
in dB re 1 mW/g2 on the vertical axis and log scale frequency on the horizontal axis. The PFR
for each bimorph for the 10 GΩ measurement impedance is presented in Figure 29 with values at
low frequency and the two system resonances reported in Table 9.

Figure 29. Power frequency response for each bimorph in flat two bimorph energy
harvester
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Bimorph

Frequency
(Hz)

Power Response
Normalized Power
(mW/g2) with a 10
Density (mW/g2/cm3)
G load
with a 10 G load
Exciter
20
3.17∙10-5
2.06∙10-4
Flat
20
1.65∙10-7
1.08∙10-4
-7
Exciter
250
8.82∙10
5.74∙10-6
Flat
250
8.08∙10-8
5.26∙10-7
-7
Exciter
500
3.76∙10
2.45∙10-6
Flat
500
1.23∙10-7
8.04∙10-7
Table 9. Reported values of power frequency response for each bimorph in flat two
bimorph energy harvester
At low frequencies, the VFR and PFR of each bimorph were roughly equivalent in
magnitude. It is worthwhile to note, however, that for frequencies less than approximately 30 Hz,
the VFR and PFR amplitudes of the exciter bimorph were approximately 3 dB larger than those
of the flat bimorph. This 3 dB difference represented a factor of 1.4 in voltage and 2 in power.
At 20 Hz, the voltage responses were 1.763 V/g and 1.274 V/g for the exciter and flat
bimorph, respectively. The power responses were 3.17∙10-5 mW/g2 and 1.65∙10-5 mW/g2 with
normalized power densities of 2.06∙10-4 mW/g2/cm3 and 1.08∙10-4 mW/g2/cm3, respectively.
The first resonance of the system was observed at ~250 Hz. The voltage responses at this
frequency were 0.294 V/g and 0.089 V/g for the exciter and flat bimorph, respectively. The
normalized power responses were 8.82∙10-7 mW/g2 and 8.08∙10-8 mW/g2 with normalized power
densities of 5.74∙10-6 mW/g2/cm3 and 5.26∙10-7 mW/g2/cm3, respectively.
A second resonance was observed at ~500 Hz, with voltage responses of 0.192 V/g and
0.110 V/g for the exciter and flat bimorph, respectively. The normalized power responses were
3.76∙10-7 mW/g2 and 1.23∙10-7 mW/g2 with normalized power densities of 2.45∙10-6 mW/g2/cm3
and 8.04∙10-7 mW/g2/cm3, respectively.
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5.2.2 45 degree configuration

The 45 degree configuration was characterized by Θ1’= 45o, and is presented in Figure 30.

Figure 30. Schematic of two bimorph energy harvesting device in 45 degree configuration

As with the flat configuration, the VFR of each bimorph was taken individually over the
frequency range of 10 Hz – 700 Hz. The VFR for the 45 degree configuration is presented in
Figure 31, with the voltage output in response to a base acceleration expressed in dB re 1 V/g on
the vertical axis and log scale frequency on the horizontal axis. Specific values of the voltage
output for each bimorph are reported at various frequencies in Table 10.
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Figure 31. Voltage frequency response for each bimorph in two bimorph energy harvester
for 45 degree configuration.
Bimorph

Frequency
Normalized Voltage
(Hz)
Response (V/g)
Exciter
20
0.339
Flat
20
1.83
Exciter
112
0.480
Flat
112
0.036
Exciter
475
0.113
Flat
475
0.057
Table 10. Reported values of voltage frequency response for each bimorph in two bimorph
energy harvester for 45 degree configuration.
The PFR was calculated from the VFR using Ohms Law, and is presented as a power
output in response to the square of base acceleration in dB re 1 mW/g2 on the vertical axis and
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log scale frequency on the horizontal axis in Figure 32 with values at low frequency and the two
system resonances reported in Table 11.

Figure 32. Power frequency response for each bimorph in two bimorph energy harvester
for 45 degree configuration.

Bimorph

Frequency
(Hz)

Normalized Power
Normalized Power
Response (mW/g2)
Density (mW/g2/cm3)
with a 10 G load
with a 10 G load
Exciter
20
1.17∙10-6
7.64∙10-6
-5
Flat
20
3.42∙10
2.22∙10-4
Exciter
112
2.35∙10-6
1.53∙10-5
Flat
112
1.32∙10-8
8.62∙10-8
-7
Exciter
475
1.30∙10
8.49∙10-7
Flat
475
3.31∙10-8
2.16∙10-7
Table 11. Reported values of power frequency response for each bimorph in two bimorph
energy harvester for 45 degree configuration.
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At low frequencies, the voltage and power response of the flat bimorph are approximately
15-20 dB larger than the voltage and power response of the exciter bimorph. This signifies
approximately one order of magnitude in voltage and two orders of magnitude in power.
At 20 Hz, the voltage responses were 0.339 V/g and 1.83 V/g for the exciter and flat
bimorph, respectively. The normalized power responses were 1.17∙10-6 mW/g2 and 3.42∙10-5
mW/g2 with normalized power densities of 3.42∙10-5 mW/g2/cm3 and 2.22∙10-4 mW/g2/cm3,
respectively.
The first resonance of the system was observed at ~112 Hz. At this frequency, the
voltage responses were 0.48 V/g and 0.036 V/g for the exciter and flat bimorph, respectively.
The normalized power responses were 2.35∙10-6 mW/g2 and 1.32∙10-8 mW/g2 with normalized
power densities of 1.53∙10-5 mW/g2/cm3 and 8.62∙10-8 mW/g2/cm3, respectively.
A second resonance was observed at ~475 Hz, with voltage responses across a 10 GΩ
impedance of 0.113 V/g and 0.057 V/g for the exciter and flat bimorph, respectively. The
normalized power responses were 1.30∙10-7 mW/g2 and 3.31∙10-8 mW/g2 with normalized power
densities of 8.49∙10-7 mW/g2/cm3 and 2.16∙10-7 mW/g2/cm3, respectively.
5.4.3 90 degree configuration

The 90 degree configuration was characterized by Θ1’= 90o, and is presented in Figure 33.
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Figure 33. Schematic of two bimorph energy harvesting device in 90 degree configuration

As was the case with the flat and 45 degree configurations, the VFR of each bimorph was
taken individually over the frequency range of 10 Hz – 700 Hz. The VFR for the 90 degree
configuration is presented in Figure 34, with voltage output in response to a base acceleration
expressed in dB re 1 V/g on the vertical axis and log scale frequency on the horizontal axis.
Specific values of the normalized voltage output for each bimorph are reported at various
frequencies in Table 12.
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Figure 34. Voltage frequency response for each bimorph in two bimorph energy harvester
for 90 degree configuration.

Bimorph

Frequency
Voltage Sensitivity
(Hz)
(V/g)
Exciter
20
0.689
Flat
20
1.13
Exciter
110
0.396
Flat
110
0.190
Exciter
520
0.132
Flat
520
0.042
Table 12. Reported values of voltage frequency response for each bimorph in two bimorph
energy harvester for 90 degree configuration.
The PFR was calculated from the VFR using Ohms Law, and is presented for each
bimorph in Figure 35 with specific values at various frequencies reported in Table 13.
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Figure 35. Power frequency response for each bimorph in two bimorph energy harvester
for 90 degree configuration.

Bimorph

Frequency
(Hz)

Normalized Power
Normalized Power
2
Response (mW/g )
Density (mW/g2/cm3)
with a 10 G load
with a 10 G load
-5
Exciter
20
1.31∙10
8.54∙10-5
Flat
20
4.82∙10-6
3.15∙10-5
Exciter
110
1.60∙10-6
1.04∙10-5
-7
Flat
110
3.69∙10
2.39∙10-6
Exciter
520
1.78∙10-7
1.16∙10-6
-8
Flat
520
1.80∙10
1.17∙10-7
Table 13. Reported values of power frequency response for each bimorph in two bimorph
energy harvester for 90 degree configuration.
At low frequencies, the voltage and power response of the flat bimorph were
approximately 5 dB larger than the voltage and power response of the exciter bimorph, or a
factor of 1.5 in voltage and a factor of 3 in power.
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At 20 Hz, the normalized voltage responses were 0.689 V/g and 1.13 V/g for the exciter
and flat bimorph, respectively. The normalized power responses were 4.82∙10-6 mW/g2 and
1.31∙10-5 mW/g2 with normalized power densities of 3.15∙10-5 mW/g2/cm3 and 8.54∙10-5
mW/g2/cm3, respectively.
The first resonance of the system was observed at ~110 Hz. At this frequency, the
normalized voltage responses were 0.396 V/g and 0.190 V/g for the exciter and flat bimorph,
respectively. The normalized power responses were 1.60∙10-6 mW/g2 and 3.69∙10-7 mW/g2 with
normalized power densities of 1.04∙10-5 mW/g2/cm3 and 2.39∙10-6 mW/g2/cm3, respectively.
A second resonance was observed at ~475 Hz, with voltage responses of 0.132 V/g and
0.042 V/g for the exciter and flat bimorph, respectively. The normalized power responses were
1.78∙10-7 mW/g2 and 1.80∙10-8 mW/g2, with normalized power densities of 1.16∙10-7 mW/g2/cm3
and 1.17∙10-7mW/g2/cm3, respectively.
5.4.4 Power Across Varying Impedances

For electrical systems, Maximum Power Theory dictates that maximum power is
dissipated from a source through a load when the impedances of the source and the load are
equivalent. For electromechanical systems, the same holds true between electrical and
mechanical components. In the case of a piezoelectric bimorph energy harvester, maximum
power is dissipated through a load when the mechanical impedance of the bimorph matches the
electrical impedance of the load.
For the two bimorph energy harvester presented here, this principal was explored by
measuring power dissipation across 39 kΩ, 390 kΩ, and 10 GΩ loads for the 45 degree and 90
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degree configurations. The purpose of this exercise was to gain preliminary insights into the
value of an optimal load impedance for power dissipation.
The power response for varying impedance of each bimorph in the energy harvesting
devices is presented for the 45 degree configuration in Figure 36 and Figure 37 and for the 90
degree configuration in Figure 38 and Figure 39. Specific values of the normalized power and
normalized power density for the 45 degree configuration are presented in Table 10 and Table
11, and the same data are presented for the 90 degree configuration in Table 14 and Table 15.
Substantial improvement in both metrics is observed for the 39 kΩ and 390 kΩ cases in
comparison to the 10 GΩ case.

Figure 36. Power frequency response of exciter bimorph in two bimorph device (45 degree
configuration) for 39 kΩ, 390 kΩ, and 10 GΩ loads
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Impedance

Bimorph

Frequency (Hz)

Normalized
Power Density
power (mW/g2)
(mW/g2/cm3)
39 kΩ
Exciter
20
0.013
0.0847
390 kΩ
Exciter
20
0.0027
0.0176
-5
10 GΩ
Exciter
20
3.42∙10
2.22∙10-4
39 kΩ
Flat
20
0.213
1.38
390 kΩ
Flat
20
0.0484
0.315
10 GΩ
Flat
20
1.17∙10-6
7.64∙10-6
Table 14. Power response at low frequency with varying load impedance for the two
bimorph energy harvester (45 degree configuration). Optimal result is highlighted.

Figure 37. Power frequency response of flat bimorph in two bimorph device (45 degree
configuration) for 39 kΩ, 390 kΩ, and 10 GΩ loads
Impedance

Bimorph

Frequency (Hz)

Normalized
Power Density
2
power (mW/g )
(mW/g2/cm3)
39 kΩ
Exciter
300
0.0016
0.0105
-4
390 kΩ
Exciter
300
2.92∙10
0.0019
10 GΩ
Exciter
300
1.15∙10-8
7.48∙10-8
39 kΩ
Flat
300
0.0015
0.01
-4
390 kΩ
Flat
300
3.48∙10
0.0023
10 GΩ
Flat
300
9.153∙10-8
1.405∙10-7
Table 15. Power response at low frequency with varying load impedance for the two
bimorph energy harvester (45 degree configuration). Optimal result is highlighted.
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Figure 38. Power frequency response of exciter bimorph in two bimorph device (90 degree
configuration) for 39 kΩ, 390 kΩ, and 10 GΩ loads

Impedance

Bimorph

Frequency (Hz)

Normalized
Power Density
power (mW/g2)
(mW/g2/cm3)
39 kΩ
Exciter
20
0.0448
0.2918
390 kΩ
Exciter
20
0.0109
0.0713
-5
10 GΩ
Exciter
20
1.31∙10
8.54∙10-5
39 kΩ
Flat
20
.0883
0.5751
390 kΩ
Flat
20
0.0205
0.1333
-6
10 GΩ
Flat
20
4.82∙10
3.15∙10-5
Table 16. Power response at low frequency with varying load impedance for the two
bimorph energy harvester (90 degree configuration). Optimal result is highlighted.
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Figure 39. Power frequency response of flat bimorph in two bimorph device (90 degree
configuration) for 39 kΩ, 390 kΩ, and 10 GΩ loads

Impedance

Bimorph

Frequency (Hz)

Normalized
Power Density
2
power (mW/g )
(mW/g2/cm3)
39 kΩ
Exciter
300
9.91∙10-4
0.0065
-4
390 kΩ
Exciter
300
1.77∙10
0.0012
10 GΩ
Exciter
300
7.461∙10-9
4.86∙10-8
39 kΩ
Flat
300
0.0021
0.0134
-4
390 kΩ
Flat
300
3.874∙10
0.0025
10 GΩ
Flat
300
1.47∙10-8
9.58∙10-8
Table 17. Power response at low frequency with varying load impedance for the two
bimorph energy harvester (90 degree configuration). Optimal result is highlighted.
For both configurations, the power response of each bimorph was amplified at low

frequencies by ~35dB for the 390kΩ load and ~30dB for the 39kΩ load in comparison to the 10
GΩ case. This equated to roughly four orders of magnitude larger power dissipation. At ~90
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Hz, the 39 kΩ and 390 kΩ power response curves intersected, after which the 39 kΩ load
response was ~5-10 dB greater than the 390 kΩ response. At frequencies greater than ~200 Hz,
the power response of the 39 kΩ device was 50dB-55dB greater than the 10 GΩ device while the
power response of the 390 kΩ device was 40dB-45dB greater.
While these data did not identify an exact value for an optimal load impedance, they
showed that power dissipation is greatly improved with lower impedances. Thus, while power
dissipation across a 10 GΩ impedance is used for comparison between the single bimorph and
two bimorph device in the following section, more power can be produced from the energy
harvesters with more carefully selected impedances.

5.5 Discussion

As outlined in Chapter 1, the goal of developing the two bimorph energy harvesting
device was to amplify and increase the bandwidth of the device by introducing additional peaks
into the PFR and to avoid significant attenuation for vibration sources not transverse to the
harvester. In the following two sections, the effectiveness of the two bimorph device in
achieving these goals is quantified and discussed.
5.5.1 Two Bimorph Device Bandwidth Performance

In order to thoroughly assess the efficacy of the two bimorph device in introducing
additional peaks into the frequency response, the PFR of the two bimorph device was compared
to that of the cantilever bimorph device. Figure 40 below shows the PFR for each bimorph of the
two bimorph device in the flat configuration versus the cantilever bimorph.
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Figure 40. Power response of cantilever bimorph and two bimorph energy harvesters in
flat configuration

By inspection of Figure 40, it was apparent that no additional peaks of substantial
amplitude were observed in the case of the two bimorph device; however, dramatic amplification
of normalized power was observed at frequencies less than 100 Hz. At 20 Hz, the flat and
exciter bimorphs in the two bimorph device produced 12 dB and 15 dB larger normalized power
output than the single bimorph device, equating to 15 and 30 times more power output,
respectively. Values of the normalized power and normalized power density are reported in
Table 18.
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Bimorph

Frequency
(Hz)

Normalized
Normalized
Power
Power Density
Response Ratio
Ratio
Exciter
20
32.5
32.5
Flat
20
17.0
17.0
Exciter
250
0.15
0.15
Flat
250
0.012
0.012
Table 18. Normalized power and normalized power output ratioed to cantilever at specific
frequencies for two bimorph energy harvester (flat)
The first resonance of the single bimorph device (observed at ~250 Hz) was observed for
both bimorphs in the two bimorph device, but with ~10 dB and ~20 dB attenuation for the
exciter and flat bimorph, respectively. The presence of these peaks was anticipated, as the flat
configuration of the two bimorph device was simply two clamped-free cantilevers with the hinge
apparatus at their center. Because the device was only being excited at the end of the exciter
bimorph, the attenuation was also expected.
The two peaks straddling the first resonant peak of the single bimorph device at 100 Hz
and 400 Hz were again observed in the case of the two bimorph device, giving further support to
the hypothesis that they were structural modes of the test apparatus and not resonances of the
piezoelectric energy harvesters. Again, these data showed that for the flat configuration, the two
bimorph device responded much more favorably at low frequencies than the single bimorph
device, but did not introduce additional peaks of substantial amplitude in the PFR.
The PFR of each bimorph in the two bimorph device and the cantilever bimorph in the 45
degree configuration are presented in Figure 41 below.
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Figure 41. Power response of cantilever bimorph and two bimorph energy harvesters in 45
degree configuration.
Similar to the flat configuration, the two bimorph device did not produce any additional
peaks of substantial amplitude in the PFR. The flat bimorph in the two bimorph device,
however, did produce substantially larger normalized power output at low frequencies. At 20 Hz
the flat bimorph had ~15 dB larger normalized power output than the cantilever bimorph device,
producing 30 times the power for identical base excitation. The exciter bimorph did not behave
similarly, producing nearly the same amount of power as the cantilever bimorph at low
frequencies. Values of the normalized power and normalized power density at various
frequencies are reported in Table 19.
Once again two peaks straddling the first resonant peak of the single bimorph device
were observed at approximately 100 Hz and 450 Hz. As mentioned previously, these peaks were
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hypothesized to be modes of the test structure, and given their continued appearance for different
configurations of different devices, this conclusion is well supported. It is worth noting here,
however, that the amplitude of the peak at ~100 Hz for the exciter bimorph in the two bimorph
device was ~8 dB larger than the one in the cantilever bimorph device. This was likely due to
slight variations in the test setup between testing of the cantilever bimorph and two bimorph
device. For example, if the screw holding the clamping mechanism on the shaker was slightly
looser or the clamping mechanism was off axis, the amplitude of the peak could change.
Regardless, this variation in amplitude was not considered a major point of discussion.
Bimorph

Frequency
Normalized Power
Normalized Power
(Hz)
Response Ratio
Density Ratio
Exciter
20
1.03
1.03
Flat
20
13.5
13.5
Exciter
250
0.004
0.004
Flat
250
0.002
0.002
Table 19. Normalized power and normalized power output ratioed to cantilever at specific
frequencies for two bimorph energy harvester (45 degree configuration)

The PFR of each bimorph in the two bimorph device and the cantilever bimorph device for the
90 degree configuration are presented in Figure 42 below. Values of the normalized power and
normalized power density at various frequencies are reported in Table 20.
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Figure 42. Power response of cantilever bimorph and two bimorph energy harvesters in 90
degree configuration.
For this case, both the exciter bimorph and flat bimorph produced a larger normalized
power response at frequencies less than ~250 Hz. At 20 Hz, the flat bimorph and exciter
bimorph PFRs were 15 dB and 10 dB larger than the cantilever bimorph PFR, a factor of 30 and
10, respectively.
Bimorph

Frequency
Normalized Power
Normalized Power
(Hz)
Response Ratio
Density Ratio
Exciter
20
4.7
4.7
Flat
20
14.6
14.6
Exciter
250
0.10
0.10
Flat
250
0.22
0.22
Table 20. Normalized power and normalized power output ratioed to cantilever at specific
frequencies for two bimorph energy harvester (90 degree configuration)
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For the cantilever bimorph device, a resonant peak was observed at 250 Hz, but was not
observed in either bimorph of the two bimorph device. The lack of this peak was anticipated, as
the two bimorph device was stiffened considerably in the 90 degree configuration because the
flat bimorph was supported at its tip by the exciter bimorph. The peak in the cantilever bimorph
device was attenuated by approximately 15 dB in comparison to the peak for the 45 degree and
flat configurations. Attenuation of the peak was expected, as the vibration source was now
parallel to the device, exciting it primarily in the axial direction (3-3) as opposed to the
transverse direction (3-1).
These data highlight an important point, namely that the response of the cantilever energy
harvester was largely attenuated when the vibration source was not providing excitation in the
transverse direction. These points are discussed in the following section.
5.5.2 Two Bimorph Device Angled Vibration Sources Performance

The second goal of the two bimorph energy harvesting device was to avoid significant
attenuation of the power response to vibration sources not transverse to the harvester. As
discussed previously, piezoelectric bimorph energy harvesters produce the largest voltage and
power responses when excited in the 3-1 bending mode as a result of larger mechanical strain
and larger values of the piezoelectric coupling coefficients. The advantage of using the two
bimorph energy harvester was that while a vibration source may not have been perpendicular to
the bimorph that it was driving, the second bimorph could be oriented perpendicular to the first
bimorph, making it effectively perpendicular to the vibration source itself.
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For the case of the flat configuration of the two bimorph device, this advantage was not
present. In fact, in comparing the PRFs for the two bimorph device and the single bimorph
device in Figure 40, it was evident that while the two bimorph device had a larger amplitude
normalized power response at low frequencies, its response at the first resonance frequency was
attenuated in comparison to the cantilever device. This attenuation was likely a result of the
addition of the hinge device, which made the harvester less rigid and introduced an additional
damping mechanism between the dowel pin, aluminum clamping pieces, and epoxy.
In analyzing the 45 degree and 90 degree configurations, however, it was evident that the
two bimorph harvester maintained a larger normalized power output than the cantilever bimorph
harvester at low frequencies and did not suffer substantial attenuation. These data showed that
the two bimorph device was adaptable to vibration sources at different angles.
5.5.3 Goal Review

In the preceding two sections, the performance of the two bimorph energy harvesting
device in achieving its afore outlined goals was quantified and discussed. From the data
gathered for both the two bimorph and cantilever bimorph energy harvesting devices, it was
concluded that the two bimorph device did not generate additional peaks in the frequency range
of 10-700 Hz, but did produce much more power at low frequencies. Furthermore, the two
bimorph device maintained its advantage over the cantilever bimorph device even as the angle of
the vibration source was adjusted to drive the exciter bimorph in the 3-3 axial mode.

5.5.4 Comparison to Cantilever Devices in the Literature
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As evidenced by Table 19 below, the largest power output generated by the two bimorph
device was on the same order of magnitude of the cantilever devices in the literature.
Considering that the two bimorph device was not optimized in any way and produced similar
power to more meticulously designed systems, optimization of the two bimorph device could
potentially produce far more power than cantilever devices. In addition, the two bimorph system
is capable of operating over a much wider band than the resonant cantilevers.
Authors and
Year
S. Roundy and
P.K. Wright,
2004

Cantilever
Dimensions
1.7cmx.36cm x
.038cm

Input

Power

A. Erturk and
D.J. Inman,
2009

Miso Kim, et
al., 2010

Normalized
Power Density
5.8 mW/ g2/cm3

Base Excitation:
2.5 m/s2
Freq: 120 Hz

375 μW,
rectified

5.08cmx3.18cmx.
052cm

Base Excitation:
Normalized
Freq: 45.6 Hz

23.9 mW/g2
@ 35 kΩ,
not rectified

6.81 mW/
g2/cm3

5.3cmx3.1cmx.66
cm (34.7g tip
mass)

Base Excitation:
0.2 m/s2
Freq: 34.57 Hz

60 μW @
27.6 kΩ

13 mW/ g2/cm3

50 μW, 33 2.8 mW/ g2/cm3
μF capacitor
being
charged
R. Aryanpur
3.18cmx1.27cmx
Base
0.213
1.38 mW/
and R. White,
0.038cm
Excitation:
mW/g2 @
g2/cm3
2012
Normalized
39 kΩ, not
Freq: 20 Hz
rectified
Table 21. Power comparison to cantilever devices in the literature
S-H Wang, et.
al, 2011

5.8cmx1.5cmx0.0
5cm
(30g tip mass)

Base Excitation:
20 m/s2
Freq: 4 Hz
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5.5.5 Model and Experiment

While the theoretical and experimental work for the two bimorph device did not match
well, a brief discussion of the results is warranted.
For all cases except one, the theoretical work presented in Chapter 4 did not accurately
predict the voltage and power frequency responses of the two bimorph energy harvester. The
reason for this was undetermined, with possible causes ranging from incorrect assumptions in the
derivation to errors in implementation in Matlab. For the exciter bimorph in the flat
configuration, however, the model did reasonably predict the voltage frequency response, as seen
in Figure 43 below. The most interesting point to note is the predicted resonance at ~700 Hz that
was not observed in the experiment.
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Figure 43. Comparison between model and experiment for exciter bimorph in flat
configuration
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CHAPTER 6 Conclusions and Future Work
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, the topic of piezoelectric bimorph energy harvesters was explored both
analytically and experimentally for cantilever bimorph and two bimorph devices. A thorough
theoretical analysis of the voltage frequency response of a single bimorph piezoelectric energy
harvester was developed and an experimental test apparatus was designed and constructed to
validate the theoretical model. Strong agreement between model and experiment was achieved,
with a 12% deviation between the predicted and observed first resonant frequency of the energy
harvester.
A two bimorph device with a hinge apparatus was proposed in order to introduce
additional peaks into the frequency response of the energy harvester device—effectively
widening its bandwidth—and amplify its response while maximizing the transverse component
of base excitation to the bimorphs. Based on the theoretical analysis of the single bimorph
device, a model was developed for the two bimorph device, producing a 12x12 system of linear
equations that could be solved to determine the voltage and power frequency response of each
bimorph in the device.
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In order to assess the two bimorph device in achieving its two goals, a hinge device was
constructed using aluminum attachment pieces, a dowel pin, and a torsion spring. The two
bimorph device was then tested using a custom machined experimental test apparatus. In
comparing the power frequency response of the two bimorph device to the single bimorph
device, it was apparent that the device produced considerably larger power than the cantilever
across a broad frequency range. This was a marked achievement in that many devices in the
literature do not perform well across wide bands at low frequencies where most broadband
environmental vibrations are observed. Furthermore, the two bimorph device did not suffer
considerable performance losses for vibration sources in the 45 and 90 degree configurations.
Finally, it was observed that no additional peaks were introduced into the frequency response of
the two bimorph device.

6.2 Remaining Issues and Future Work
While the primary goals of this research were achieved, a number of issues remain with
both the theoretical and experimental work. First and foremost, the theoretical model developed
for the two bimorph energy harvester must be correctly implemented in Matlab to predict the
VFR and PFR of the two bimorph device. Extensive effort was expended to successfully
complete this task before deadlines, but a strong match between theoretical and experimental
data was not achieved.
Second, while the data gathered from the two bimorph device was “clean,” several of the
features of the frequency responses remain unexplained. For example, the location of the first
resonant peak for the 45 degree and 90 degree configurations remains unknown. Furthermore,
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in the data gathered for the cantilever bimorph, the frequency response at low frequencies does
not decrease at 20 dB/decade, making it inconsistent with linear system theory for regions far
from poles and zeroes.
As piezoelectric energy harvesting is an expanding, well-researched field, the potential
for future work on the topic is strong. The recommended first task for future work is to address
the remaining issues discussed in the aforementioned paragraphs. Finding explanations for and
correcting these issues will help to more thoroughly understand the nature of the two bimorph
energy harvesting device. Once it is completely understood, an optimization routine should be
developed for the two bimorph device in order to maximize a quantity (such as normalized
power output) for a set of material and geometric constraints. Once an optimization routine is
developed for the two bimorph case, a generalized optimization routine should be created. This
generalized optimization routine should consider vibration of known amplitude and phase at
certain locations on a three dimensional boundary and produce an n-bimorph piezoelectric
energy harvester to fit within that boundary. Proper constraints would have to be set on the
geometric and material characteristics of the device in order to produce a reasonable set of
solutions. Development of this n-bimorph optimization routine would greatly expand the
number of environments in which piezoelectric energy harvesters could be used, encouraging
widespread adoption of the technology for autonomous power solutions for wireless sensors
nodes.
Therefore, while the device presented here was an exploration of a previously unexplored
subset of piezoelectric vibration energy harvesting, further research could be extremely fruitful.
The field is nascent, exciting, and open for innovation, and multi bimorph energy harvesters,
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when properly optimized for their environment, could prove to be extremely effective in
producing more robust power solutions for microelectronics.
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APPENDIX
Filename: cantilevereulermodifiedcoupling.m
Description: This script was used to match the experimental and theoretical data for the
cantilever bimorph device. The first part of the script pertains to the theoretical VFR, and the
second half to simply plotting the data gathered experimentally in LabVIEW.
close all
clear all
mass = 1.2e-3; %provided by manufacturer in kg
th = 1e-3*[0.14 .10 0.14]; %array of thicknesses in meters, inputed as mm.
You can change the leading exponent to enter different powers of 10
E = 1e9*[50 60 50]; %array of young's modulus of each layer in Pa, input as
GPa. You can change the leading exponent for powers of 10.
w = 12.7e-3; %beam width in meters
L = 27.0e-3; %beam length in meters (not clamped at the very end, actual beam
length is 31.8mm, measured this in the lab)
L_full = 31.8e-3;
density = mass/(sum(th)*w*L_full); %density in kg/m^3
z = zeros(1, length(th)); %this is going to be the distance from the
reference (bottom of the beam) to the center of the layer
d = 1e-12.*[-190 0 -190]; %d31 value (piezoelectric coupling coefficient) for
each layer (C/N)
epsilon = 8.854e-12.*[1800 1 1800]; %Permittivity of each layer (F/m)
Cp = (w*L_full.*epsilon)./(th);
C = 100e-12; %capacitance of measuring device in Farads
R1 = 10e9;
for i=1:length(th),
if i>1
r = 0;
for j=1:i-1,
r = r + th(j);
end
z(i) = r + th(i)/2;
else
z(i) = th(i)/2;
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end
end
Ac = th.*w; %cross sectional area vector in meters squared
neutral_axis = sum(z.*E.*Ac)/sum(E.*Ac); %calculates the neutral axis in
meters for the yz plane as a distance from the bottom of the beam (so z = 0)
Izz = (1/12).*w.*(th.^3);
Z = z-neutral_axis;
EI = E.*(Izz + Ac.*(Z.^2)); %EI for each layer
damping = .05;
EI_eff = sum(EI)*(1+1j*damping);
nat_freq_hz = (1.875^2)*sqrt(real(EI_eff)/(density*sum(Ac)*L^4))/(2*pi)
first_mode = (1.875^2)*sqrt(real(EI_eff)/(density*sum(Ac)*L^4));
%%
%close all
resweep2 = load('sweepdata/singlelink/single_bimorph_flat_10Hz_800Hz.txt')
%damping = [0.01,.06,.1,.2,.5];
%EI_eff = sum(EI)*(1+1j*damping);

damping = .06;

for ti=1:length(damping)
EI_eff = sum(EI)*(1+1j*damping);
th_sum = sum(th);
Ac_sum = th_sum*w;
omega = 2.*pi*resweep2(:,1)';
omega = omega(1:190);
A_not = resweep2(:,4)'; %m/s^2
A_not = A_not(1:190);
k = -A_not./(omega.^2);
beta = ((density.*Ac_sum*(omega.^2))./(EI_eff)).^(1/4);
zeta = (cosh(beta.*L).*sin(beta.*L) +
sinh(beta.*L).*cos(beta.*L))./(beta.*(cos(beta.*L).*cosh(beta.*L) + 1));
mu = (sinh(beta.*L) + sin(beta.*L))./(beta.*(cos(beta.*L).*cosh(beta.*L) +
1));
eta = E(1)*d(1)*w*th(1)./2;
Voltage = k.*(-1j.*omega*E(1)*d(1)*Z(1)*w.*(beta.^2).*mu)./((1/R1) +
1j.*omega.*Cp(1)./2 + 1j.*omega.*E(1)*Z(1)*d(1)*w*eta.*zeta + C*1j.*omega);
Power = (Voltage.^2)/(R1);

transfer = abs(Voltage./(A_not));
%semilogx(omega./2/pi, 20*log10(transfer.*9.81), 'k')
%semilogx(omega./2/pi, resweep2((1:190),2).*9.81, '-ko')
semilogx(omega./2/pi,10*log10(1000.*(Power)./((A_not./9.8).^2)), 'k')
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hold on
R1 = 10e9; %impedance of measuring device in Ohms
semilogx(resweep2((1:185),1),10*log10(1000.*((resweep2((1:185),5).^2)./R1)./(
((resweep2((1:185),4)./9.8).^2))), '-bo')
%semilogx(omega./2/pi,
20*log10(resweep2((1:190),5).*(9.81)./resweep2((1:190),4)), '-bo')
%xlabel('Log (Hz)')
%ylabel('dB re 1 V/m/s^2')
%grid on
%title('Piezo response with varying damping coefficient \zeta')
%legend('Model','Experiment')

%figure
%experimental_power = (1000.*resweep2((1:190),5)'.^2)./R1; %mW
%hold on
%semilogx(omega./2/pi,10*log10(1000.*(experimental_power)./((A_not./9.8).^2))
, 'or')
%semilogx(omega./2/pi,10*log10(1000.*(experimental_power)./((A_not./9.8).^2))
, 'k')
%hold on
legend('Model', 'Experiment')
xlabel('Log Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('Power/(Base Acceleration)^2 (dB re 1 mW/g^2)')
grid on
title('Cantliever Bimorph Piezoelectric Energy Harvester Power Response to
Base Excitation')

%figure
%title('Test')
%semilogx(abs(test))

%{
for u = 1:length(damping)

th_sum = sum(th);
Ac_sum = th_sum*w;
omega = 2.*pi*resweep2(:,1)';
omega = omega(1:190);
A_not = resweep2(:,4)'; %m/s^2
A_not = A_not(1:190);
k = -A_not./(omega.^2);
beta = ((density.*Ac_sum*(omega.^2))./(EI_eff(u))).^(1/4);
zeta = (cosh(beta.*L).*sin(beta.*L) +
sinh(beta.*L).*cos(beta.*L))./(beta.*(cos(beta.*L).*cosh(beta.*L) + 1));
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mu = (sinh(beta.*L) + sin(beta.*L))./(beta.*(cos(beta.*L).*cosh(beta.*L) +
1));
eta = E(1)*d(1)*w*th_sum;
test = (-1j.*omega*E(1)*d(1)*Z(1)*w.*(beta.^2).*mu)./((1/R1) +
1j.*omega.*Cp(1)./2 + 1j.*omega.*E(1)*Z(1)*d(1)*w*eta.*zeta + C*1j.*omega);
Voltage = k.*(-1j.*omega*E(1)*d(1)*Z(1)*w.*(beta.^2).*mu)./((1/R1) +
1j.*omega.*Cp(1)./2 + 1j.*omega.*E(1)*Z(1)*d(1)*w*eta.*zeta + C*1j.*omega);
Power = real(Voltage)/(R1);

transfer = abs(Voltage./(A_not));
semilogx(omega./2/pi, 20*log10(transfer.*9.81), 'k')
hold on
semilogx(omega./2/pi,
20*log10(resweep2((1:190),5).*9.81./resweep2((1:190),4)), '-bo')
xlabel('Log (Hz)')
ylabel('dB re 1 V/m/s^2')
grid on
title('Piezo Response to Base Excitation Varying Imaginary Material Damping
\eta')
legend('Model','Experiment')
end
%}

Filename: twobimorphs.m
Description: This script was written to solve and plot the theoretical and experimental VFR for
the two bimorph energy harvester flat, 45 degree, and 90 degree configurations. The first part of
the script pertains to the theoretical solution to the modeling problem, and the second part to
simply plotting the data gathered experimentally in LabVIEW.
%Two beam voltage response solver
%This program is meant to be used to solve for the voltage
%response for each beam in a two-beam piezoelectric device. The beams are
%connected by a torsion spring with torsion spring constant k at one end,
%and displaced in the positive y direction at known amplitudes A and B,
%respectively. All quantities are steady state, so everything is solved at
%e^jwt. The beams are assumed to have the exact same dimensions, material
%properties, and piezoelectric properties. They differ only by their
%orientation in the structure.
%close all
clear all

mass = 1.2e-3; %mass of each beam provided by manufacturer (Piezosystems,
piezo.com) in kg
mh = .45e-3; %mass of hinge structure (from Solid Works);
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th = 1e-3*[0.14 .10 0.14]; %array of thicknesses in meters, inputed as mm.
You can change the leading exponent to enter different powers of 10
E = 1e9*[50 60 50]; %array of young's modulus of each layer in Pa, input as
GPa. You can change the leading exponent for powers of 10.
w = 12.7e-3; %beam width for both beams in meters (manuf.)
L1 = 31.8e-3; %clamped beam 1 length in meters measured in lab
L2 = 31.8e-3; %clamped beam 2 length in meters measured in lab
%L3 = 55.2e-3;
%L4 = 21.6e-3; %measured in lab with calipers (in the SPIE paper I think we
called this 'h')
%th1p = asin(L4/L1);
th1p = 1*pi/180;
th2p = 0;
L3 = cos(th1p)*L1 + L2;
L4 = sin(th1p)*L1;
L_full = 31.8e-3; %actual beam length (aka not clapmed) in meters
density = mass/(sum(th)*w*L_full); %density as computed by mass/volume in
kg/m^3 (this matches within 3% of what the manufacturer gives on their
website)
z = zeros(1, length(th)); %this is the distance from the reference (bottom of
each beam) to the center of each layer of the composite in meters
d = 1e-12.*[-190 0 -190]; %d31 value (piezoelectric coupling coefficient) for
each layer (C/N)
epsilon = 8.854e-12.*[1800 1 1800]; %Permittivity of each layer (F/m)
Cp = (w*L_full.*epsilon)./th; %this is the capacitance of an entire
piezoelectric bimorph computed as epsilon*A/g (matches closely with what
manuf. gives)
C = 100e-12; %capacitance of measuring device in Farads (spec. sheet)
R1 = 10e9; %Resistance of measuring device in Farads (spec. sheet)
for i=1:length(th),
if i>1
r = 0;
for j=1:i-1,
r = r + th(j);
end
z(i) = r + th(i)/2;
else
z(i) = th(i)/2;
end
end
Ac = th.*w; %cross sectional area vector in meters squared
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neutral_axis = sum(z.*E.*Ac)/sum(E.*Ac); %calculates the neutral axis in
meters for the yz plane as a distance from the bottom of the beam (so z = 0)
Izz = (1/12).*w.*(th.^3); %%Area moment of inertia about bending axis in m^4
Z = z-neutral_axis; %distance from the neutral axis to the center of each
layer in a bimorph in meters (can be negative)
EI = E.*(Izz + Ac.*(Z.^2)); %EI for each layer in each bimorph
damping = .1; %damping factor
EI_eff = sum(EI)*(1+1j*damping); %effective stiffness (N*m^2)
th_sum = sum(th); %Total thickness (m)
Ac_sum = th_sum*w; %Total cross sectional area (m^2)
eta = E(1)*d(1)*w*th(1)/2; %coupling factor
nat_freq_hz_bimorph_1 =
(1.875^2)*sqrt(real(EI_eff)/(density*sum(Ac)*L1^4))/(2*pi) %nat freq for
single cantilever from euler bernoulli
nat_freq_hz_bimorph_2 =
(1.875^2)*sqrt(real(EI_eff)/(density*sum(Ac)*L2^4))/(2*pi) %nat freq for
single cantilever from euler bernoulli
%th1p = fsolve('myfun', [0])
%th2p = 0;
%%
%Solving it the Euler-Bernoulli Way
for it=1:1
figure
hold on
data =
load('sweepdata/twolink/dataset_27_Jan_2012/flat_clamped_10Hz_1000Hz.txt');
%data = load('sweepdata/twolink/testangle.txt');
%data = load('sweepdata/twolink/approx45/clampedexciter_10Hz_800Hz.txt')
omega = 2.*pi.*data(:,1)'; %rad/s
A_not = cos(th1p).*data(:,4)'; %m/s^2
X_not = -A_not./(omega.^2);
Y_not = zeros(length(X_not));
beta = ((density.*Ac_sum*(omega.^2))./(EI_eff)).^(1/4);
theta_not = pi - pi + th1p + th2p;
%kappa = .007; %provided by manufacturer as .047 in*lb, this is in N*m
kappa = (it)*1.73e-4;
R2 = 10e30; %Ohm
C = 100e-12;
Z1 = R1 + 1./(C*1j.*omega);
Z2 = R2 + 1./(C*1j.*omega);
m = 0;
for m=1:length(omega)

rw1 = [1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0];
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rw2 = [0, beta(m), 0, beta(m), 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0];
rw3 = [-kappa.*beta(m).*sin(beta(m).*L1) EI_eff*(beta(m).^2).*cos(beta(m).*L1), kappa.*beta(m).*cos(beta(m).*L1) EI_eff*(beta(m).^2).*sin(beta(m).*L1), kappa.*beta(m).*sinh(beta(m).*L1) +
EI_eff*(beta(m).^2).*cosh(beta(m).*L1), kappa.*beta(m).*cosh(beta(m).*L1) +
EI_eff*(beta(m).^2).*sinh(beta(m).*L1), -kappa.*beta(m).*sin(beta(m).*L2),
kappa.*beta(m).*cos(beta(m).*L2), kappa.*beta(m).*sinh(beta(m).*L2),
kappa.*beta(m).*cosh(beta(m).*L2), 0, 0, -eta, 0];
rw4 = [0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0];
rw5 = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, beta(m), 0, beta(m), 0, 0, 0, 0];
rw6 = [-kappa.*beta(m).*sin(beta(m).*L1),
kappa.*beta(m).*cos(beta(m).*L1), kappa.*beta(m).*sinh(beta(m).*L1),
kappa.*beta(m).*cosh(beta(m).*L1), -kappa.*beta(m).*sin(beta(m).*L2) EI_eff*(beta(m).^2).*cos(beta(m).*L2), kappa.*beta(m).*cos(beta(m).*L2) EI_eff*(beta(m).^2).*sin(beta(m).*L2), kappa.*beta(m).*sinh(beta(m).*L2) +
EI_eff*(beta(m).^2).*cosh(beta(m).*L2), kappa.*beta(m).*cosh(beta(m).*L2) +
EI_eff.*(beta(m).^2).*sinh(beta(m).*L2), 0, 0, 0, -eta];
rw7 = [-sin(th1p).*cos(beta(m).*L1), -sin(th1p).*sin(beta(m).*L1), sin(th1p).*cosh(beta(m).*L1), -sin(th1p).*sinh(beta(m).*L1), sin(th2p).*cos(beta(m).*L2), -sin(th2p).*sin(beta(m).*L2), sin(th2p).*cosh(beta(m).*L2), -sin(th2p).*sinh(beta(m).*L2), 0, 0, 0, 0];
rw8 = [cos(th1p).*cos(beta(m).*L1), cos(th1p).*sin(beta(m).*L1),
cos(th1p).*cosh(beta(m).*L1), cos(th1p).*sinh(beta(m).*L1), cos(th2p).*cos(beta(m).*L2), -cos(th2p).*sin(beta(m).*L2), cos(th2p).*cosh(beta(m).*L2), -cos(th2p).*sinh(beta(m).*L2), 0, 0, 0, 0];
rw9 = [-EI_eff*sin(th1p)*(beta(m)^3)*sin(beta(m)*L1)mh*(beta(m)^2)*sin(th1p)*cos(beta(m)*L1),
EI_eff*sin(th1p)*(beta(m)^3)*cos(beta(m)*L1) mh*(beta(m)^2)*sin(th1p)*sin(beta(m)*L1), EI_eff*sin(th1p)*(beta(m)^3)*sinh(beta(m)*L1) mh*(beta(m)^2)*sin(th1p)*cosh(beta(m)*L1), EI_eff*sin(th1p)*(beta(m)^3)*cosh(beta(m)*L1)mh*(beta(m)^2)*sin(th1p)*sinh(beta(m)*L1),
EI_eff*sin(th2p)*(beta(m)^3)*sin(beta(m)*L2), EI_eff*sin(th2p)*(beta(m)^3)*cos(beta(m)*L2),
EI_eff*sin(th2p)*(beta(m)^3)*sinh(beta(m)*L2),
EI_eff*sin(th2p)*(beta(m)^3)*cosh(beta(m)*L2), cos(th1p), -cos(th2p), 0, 0];
rw10 = [EI_eff*cos(th1p)*(beta(m)^3)*sin(beta(m)*L1) +
mh*(beta(m)^2)*cos(th1p)*cos(beta(m)*L1), EI_eff*cos(th1p)*(beta(m)^3)*cos(beta(m)*L1)+
mh*(beta(m)^2)*cos(th1p)*sin(beta(m)*L1),
EI_eff*cos(th1p)*(beta(m)^3)*sinh(beta(m)*L1) +
mh*(beta(m)^2)*cos(th1p)*cosh(beta(m)*L1),
EI_eff*cos(th1p)*(beta(m)^3)*cosh(beta(m)*L1) +
mh*(beta(m)^2)*cos(th1p)*sinh(beta(m)*L1),
EI_eff*cos(th2p)*(beta(m)^3)*sin(beta(m)*L2), EI_eff*cos(th2p)*(beta(m)^3)*cos(beta(m)*L2),
EI_eff*cos(th2p)*(beta(m)^3)*sinh(beta(m)*L2),
EI_eff*cos(th2p)*(beta(m)^3)*cosh(beta(m)*L2), sin(th1p), sin(th2p), 0, 0];
rw11 = [-beta(m).*sin(beta(m).*L1), beta(m).*(cos(beta(m).*L1) - 1),
beta(m).*sinh(beta(m).*L1), beta(m).*(cosh(beta(m).*L1) - 1), 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, ((1./Z1(m)) +
(1j.*omega(m).*Cp(1)./2))./(1j.*omega(m).*E(1).*Z(1).*d(1).*w), 0];
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rw12 = [0, 0, 0, 0, -beta(m).*sin(beta(m).*L2),
beta(m).*(cos(beta(m).*L2) - 1), beta(m).*sinh(beta(m).*L2),
beta(m).*(cosh(beta(m).*L2) - 1), 0, 0, 0, ((1./Z2(m)) +
(1j.*omega(m).*Cp(1)./2))./(1j.*omega(m).*E(1).*Z(1).*d(1).*w) ];
M = [rw1;rw2;rw3;rw4;rw5;rw6;rw7;rw8;rw9;rw10;rw11;rw12];
N = [X_not(m); 0; kappa*theta_not; Y_not(m); 0; kappa*theta_not; (L1*cos(th1p) + L3 - L2*cos(th2p)); (-L1*sin(th1p) -L4 + L2*sin(th2p)); 0; 0;
0; 0];
T = inv(M)*N;
Voltages(m,1) = T(11,1);
Voltages(m,2) = T(12,1);
%hold on
%plot(abs(rw5), '-r')
end
semilogx(data((1:200),1), 20.*log10(Voltages((1:200),1)'./A_not(1:200)),'r')
hold on
semilogx(data((1:200),1), data((1:200),2), '-ok')
%hold on
%semilogx(data((1:175),1), data((1:175),2), '-k')
%legend('Experiment')
title('Flat Exciter Response to Base Excitation')
%semilogx(data((1:190),1),10*log10(1000.*((data((1:190),5).^2)./R1)./(((data(
(1:190),4)./9.8).^2))), '-ko')
hold on
load('sweepdata/resweep2.txt')
xlabel('Freq (Hz)')
ylabel('Power dB re 1 mW/g^2')
legend('Analytical', 'Experimental')
grid on
end

Filename: plot_two_bimorph_data.m
Description: This script was written to quickly and easily plot and overlay multiple data sets. I
was getting frustrated with having to plot each data set individually then copy code, so I wrote
this to simplify the process.
clear all
close all
C = {'10Hz_800Hz', '10Hz_800Hz_39kohm', '10Hz_800Hz_390kohm'};
prefix = {'clampedexciter_', 'flatclamped_'};
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titles = {'Exciter Bimorph Response to Varying Resistance', 'Flat Clamped
Bimorph Response to Varying Resistance'}
location = 'sweepdata/twolink/approx45/';
colors = {'-ko', '-bo', '-ro'}
R = [10e9, 39e3, 390e9];
for j=1:length(prefix)
figure
for i=1:length(C)
pref = strcat(prefix{j}, C{i});
url = strcat(location, pref);
url = strcat(url, '.txt')
data = load(sprintf('%s',url));
semilogx(data((1:190),1),10*log10(1000.*((data((1:190),5).^2)./R(i))./(((data
((1:190),4)./9.8).^2))), colors{i})
hold on
end
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('db re 1 mW/g^2')
legend('10G\Omega', '39k\Omega', '390k\Omega')
title(strcat(titles{j}, ' \theta_1 = 45 deg'))
grid on
end
%%
%plot experimental data for single bimorph case vs. multibimorph case for
%flat geometry
C = {'sweepdata/singlelink/single_bimorph_45deg_10Hz_800Hz.txt',
'sweepdata/twolink/approx45/flatclamped_10Hz_800Hz.txt',
'sweepdata/twolink/approx45/clampedexciter_10Hz_800Hz.txt'};
colors = {'-ko', '-bo', '-ro'}
for p=1:length(C)
data = load(C{p});
R1 = 10e9; %impedance of measuring device in Ohms
semilogx(data((1:185),1),10*log10(1000.*((data((1:185),5).^2)./R1)./(((data((
1:185),4)./9.8).^2))), colors{p})
grid on
hold on
end
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xlabel('Log(Hz)')
ylabel('Power dB re 1 mW/g^2')
title('Power Output of Single Bimorph vs. Multibimorph Device
45\circConfiguration')
legend('Single bimorph', 'Multi-bimorph shaker', 'Multi-bimorph clamped')
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